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-EDITORIAL NOTE ABOUT THE:COVER: The builders of
the Golden Gate Bridge created an engineering triumph that
wedded mathematio and art. in a breathtaking union. The
graceful catenary curve of the suspengjon cables is given by

-tiVe;'-f.e ')
where a is a constant th,at determinOlhe amount of 7sag." The,

added weight of the vertjcal support cables and the roadbed
'structure resulte0 in a modification of the catenary curve. One,

shcjuld note that the mathematical took available during the

'design and construction of the bridge (937) did nOt permit a
level of accuracy expected in aiday's cirmputerired world,
Nevertheless, none of the preealculated and precat, vertical support
cables was more than 15 centimetres off a perfect fir.

One of the toughest mathemafical problems solved in the design

of the bridge involved the stresses and forces acting on the

towers. This problem required.the solution Of 33 simultaneous
hnear equations in as many unknoWns, using paper and pencil

only! -
For more mathematica) information about the Golden Gate

Bridge, write to Chief Engineer, Golden Cate Bridge District,
P.O. Box 9000; San Francisco, CA 94129,
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You who read and use The Handbook for Planning an
Effective Mathematics Program in your schools are the critical
and final links in a unique chain that connects what is known
about high quality mathematics programs with what happens
to students in mathematics classrooms. To make full use of
the power of this chain, you should be famitOr with all its
links.

One link we are proud to forge into the chain is the
valuable influence of the eminerft mathematician and eduCator,
George Polya. His many books and expositions on under-
standing, learning, and teaching problem solving through
mathematical discovery over the past half-century are now
recognized as the foundation of contemporary mathematics
learning. During the development of the handbook, Professor
Polya honored us with several hours of interaction with the
handbook writing commit,tee and shared many profound
concepts, which the committee incorporated into its description
of high quality mathematics programs.
'Another link i the chain is the power of community

involvement in planning, developing, and implementing the
educational program of the local school. If you are concerned
with the mathematio program in your local school, then,
regardless of your mathematics training and abilities, this
handbook was prepared for your use.

New staff devdoprnent opportunities, teacher-center
programs, and mathematics teachers organizations, such as the
('alifornia Mathematics Councn, are other important links in
the chain. They have demonstrated their value to the chain by
bringing to teachers of mathematics an awareness of, and the
teaching skiHs necessary to meet, the learning needs of citirens
of the technological society of the twenty-first century.

You wiH "find other links described in The handbook, but
another word about your involvement is appropriate You are
the final fink in the improvement of the mathematics program
in your local school. You parents, teachers, school admin-
istrators, members of the school community,
counselors, and students must be committed to
quality education. I encourage you to use this
handbook for assessing, planning, developing,
and defis,ering a high quality mathematics
program in order to hdp today's students
face the challenges of tomorrow.

oiaa
SupermiemIen/ 0/ Public Inv for( fiOn

1P

You who use the Handbook for
Planning an Effective
Mathematicri Program cfre thf
critical and final links in a
unique chain that connects what
is known.about high quality
mathematics programs with what
happens to students in
,mathematics classrooms,
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This handbook provides a
standard for assessing the quality
of the mathematics program, and

it iS a guide for planning and
implementing improvements in

the school's mathematics
program.

The California State Department of Education has
consistently encouraged all members of the school community
to particiPate in the process for improving school programs,
In keeping with that policy, the DePartment is providing
leadership and assistance to school communities in California
by preparing a series of handbooks that focus on the
curriculum in specific subject areas. This Handbook fir
Planning an Effective Mathematics Program is the fourth in
that series. Handbooks in science, writing, and reading arc
already in print.

This handbook. and those in the other curricular areas arc
addressed to all individuals and groups that wish to review
and improve educational programs. However, the documenis
arc addressed more specifically to those, persons at school site
levels who plan and implement curritula: teachers, school
administrators, curriculum specialists, parents and other
members of the community, and students:\This handbook
provides a standard for assessing the quality of the
mathematics program, and it is a guide for planning and
implementing improVements in the school's mathematics
program. We believe that these handbooks are unique' in
providing assistance without being overly technical; however,
we encourage the reader to supplement these handbooks with
Other documents; such as the state curriculum frarm:wOrks, the
county superintendents' Course of Studly and district
curriculum guides.

We sought the, vaivable assistance and advice of many
knowledgeable people in the develument of this handbook.
Many of them are identified in the acknowledgments, but
there were countless ()fliers who reviewed preliminary drafts
and made valuable suggestions.

We will not know the ways this document has proven its
value until many of you have had the ofiportunity to use it:
We sincerely urge those of you who.do so to inform us of its
strengths and weaknesses. Please direct your response to the
Instructional Services Section, California State Department of
Education, 721 Capitol Mall, Sacramento, CA 95814.

AMPIII I
()Tull Supertniendent
/or progromv
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IntroduCtion

Mathematics, cornerstone of the,sciences, is an absolute
necessity for those who live in today's society. People use
some application of mathematics .every day and continually
rely on a multitude of human services without ever realiiing
that those services are made possible through the power of
mathematics

Most jobs now require mathematical skills. Indeed, the
mathematics required in many jobs is becoming increasingly
sophisticated. ft is well known that science and engineering
rely heavily on mathematics. What is less well known is that
the mathematics of calculus is now required for studying
medicine, architecture, business administration, and forestry.
Even in accounting, where arithmetic skills have always been
fundamental, advanced mathematical techniques, such as the
theories of probability and linear algebra, are Often necessary.

Di Broad Spectrum of Mathematics
To prepare students for life in todaY's highly technical

society, their mathematical training muSt include and go far
beyond providing training in the simple skills of counting,:
computing, putting numbers into formulas, and even solving
equations. Learning (ottIv rote mathematical rules ill equips
students to apply those rules to solve problems outside tho
classroom, Instead, the mathematics curriculum must focus on
what mathematical concepts mean, how thcy arc related, and
where they apply. Most importantly, all mathematics concepts
must be taught in such a way that students understand their
application in day-to-day living and their value in varidus
careers and voaations,

Furthermore, students should develop an understanding of
other purposes served by mathematics. Mathematics is not just
a tool for solving problems related to science and daily living;
mathematics is a science in its own right. It is also one of the
humanities one which has captured and stimulated the most
creative minds all through the ages; it is the most precise of
languages one that is Continually growing in order to
accommodate new ideas and solve new problems; and it is a
form of mental recreation that completely fascinates and
absorbs the mind. It is important that all students,,both

Mathematical training most --'

include and go far beyond
prot,iding training in the simple
skills of counting. computing.
.potting numbers into formulas,
and even molcing equat ions.

1



While it i$ not necessary for
etepone to know how computers

work; it is, important that
student, understand what the

computer.can do for them.

elementary and high school, understand this broad spectrum .

of mathematics.
Computer technology was born suddenly in this generation

and has drawn on the full spectrum of mathematics. Com-
puters have reduced much of the drudgery of hfe, while

nc re asing the amount of needed mathematical knowledge and
facility. Anyone who handles money, makes either long-term
Or short-term .purchases, invests in stocks, or uses chair cards
must be fully aware of tlie increasing computertiation of
society. While it is not neeesSary for everyone to know_ how

computers work, it is important that students' understand what

the' computer can do for them. Above all, the mathematical
processes for solving 'problems must ultimately piepare stu-
dents to think rationally in the face of ehalknging situations.

ot tbe lima
Thc Handbook for Planning an Effective r

Program was designed as a tool for assessing and imprt ving a
school's mathematics program. ft identifies and explain: the .

essential components of a high quality program. In ca of
the followins parts of the handbook, one of the maj
compone-aPs'of program planning is analyicd7 thc ec
the mathematics program (whin students learn); thc methods
of teaching mathematics (how students learn(); and support for
implementation of a quality mathematics \-pr.bgram (the

necessary preparation for learning to take place).
Each component is further divided into essential program

elements; that is, thc characteristics of exemplary mathematics
programs. The effects of these characteristics on student
understanding, attitudes, and achievement arc discussed, thus
establishing a guide for judging the quality of mathematics
programs. Any program that is considered to 4be exemplary
will exhibit all these characteristics..



Die Use of the ligndisOk
f he handbook should be ,read to gain an understanding of

the characteristics of exemplary mathematics programs and for
an overall perspective on how these should be combined to
provide a well-integrated and welkfcsigned program, 1. h e

handbook includes illustrative examples of the characteristics,
which are followed b.) a series of questions that indicate what
'to look for in assestiing the quahts of a school's mathematics
progr

I he questions that appear throUghout the handbook should
not be answered simply yes Or no It the answer is "yes," it is

important to identik "to what degree" II the answer is "no,"
it is important to know "why." mit: maim questions are
outlined HI 4 checklist at the conclusion ot the handbook
(page I his "Checklist lot Assessing the Quality of a
School's Mathematics Program" challenges obseryers and
planners 'to amity A. 4 mathematics program and to discuss the
steps that need to he taken next In order to respond
adequatelY to the items in the checklist, it will be necessary
for users of the handbook to obser ve classroom acHN Hies.
inter\ iew students, teachers, and others, and foto; texthooksN
and otl los trut.tional materials

\Jthuujhe handboOk will he useful lor in,101CM;n10
specialists.'it is designed specifically for groo-ps or

as school site councils and sehool personnel
who haye the responsibility for assessing, improYing.
des eloping. ()VIak mg decisions ohout nwthern-af ies programs
One of the principal goals of the handbook is to make
mathematics education. a schoolwide concern, not just the
proyince of those who are most eNperienced in mathematics
instruction l herefore, because the intended audience includes
leachers from ddlerent disciplines, parems, eommunity
members, and students, the writers of the handbook .1Yorded,
whenever possible, technical language

JOHN NON NV1 MANN
piel

John on \rumour; and others
of the Institute for .1dt rowed
Studs, disco, ered that haAr.tuo
numeral representing
instruction codes and aill0 Otheq`
data ('Mlid be stored
riectronicalh. !treatise of the
work of this brilliant
mathematician and
colleagues in 1945, it was
poiiihle fo eliminate masses of
spsTial wiring that had been
required to solve mathematical
probhorts electronilliNly. Thus,
the stage was set for designing
moliern computers.

3



School planning teluns for
improving mathematics programs

will find useful information in
the analyses provided by the

California Assessment Program.

Cal ifbrnia

-)
4

es110e$
School planning tearns:for improving mathematics programs

will find useful informati-On in the analyses provided by the
California Assessment Program (CAP). Through the CAP,.the
attainment of students in the basic skills of reading, language,
and mathematics is measured anQually in the public elemen-
tary and secondary schools in California. CAP focuses
oh the effectiveness of school-level programs and provides
information to program planners about the relative strengths
and weaknesses of each school's bask skills programs. CAP,
was not designed to assess the progress of individual students.

Program planners should also consult the Mathematics
Framework and the 1980 Addendum f.or California Public' '
Schools, the county superintendents' Course of Study, I and the
Department of Education's school improvement publications.
(See page 69 of this handbook for a list.)

Another valuable source of information -is the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics. One of its publications,
An Agenda for Action: Recommendations for School
Mathematics of the 1980's,2 provides a valuable pers pective on
new directions in mathematics education.

'Course of Study: A Program Plwming Guide for Grades KinderglAren Through
Twelve, 1981-84. Hayward, Calif.: Office of the Alameda County Superintendent of
Schools, 1981.

2An Agenda for Action: Recommendations for School Mathematics of the 1980's.

Reston, Va.: National Council of Teachers of Mghematics, 1980.

Assessment Program



ithe C ntent of the
Mathe atics Program
(What Sttdents Learn)

Oierview

If a school's goal is to help students acquire the ability to
function effectively in today's rapidly changing society, a
quality mathematics program will include activities that build
the students' confidence in dealing with situations requiring
mathematical skills. Furthermore, in a high quality program,
students win be taught -certain mathematical processes and
learn why and under what conditions they should use each
process.

The understanding of mathematics begins with a
devdopment of the skills a person needs to communicate
mathematical ideas, so this discussion of the content of
mathematics begins at that point. Mathematics specialists have
Identified the following dements as essential to developing a
comprehensive mathematics program that will provide students
with the skills, knowledge, and valuenhey need to understand
and use mathematics successfully:

The language of mathematics. Students develop fluency in
using 'the language of mathematics so that they are ,able
to apply their mathematical skins in other settings and to
communicate with others using mathematical terminology.

A comprehensive mathematics curriculum. Through a
comprehensive curriculum, students are given oppor-
tunities to develop mathematical ski11 and concepts
that build on one another, relateno possible career and
life situations, and meet their diverse learning needs.

Computing skills. Students acquire computingolkills in the
context of their day-to-day experiences and through
interesting activities.

b Problem solving and application. Students are provided
tegular practice in solving problems so that they learn
problem-solving strategies and critical thinking skills while
developing an understanding of the practieal uses of
mathematics.

1,1

11

Perhaps the most well7knouut
mathematical formula of
modern times was the i-esult of
Alb.ert Einstein's discovery that
the amount of energy contained
in an object is related to its
mass: E = mc2.

JP'

1/.

ALBERT EINSTEIN
1879 -1955



"What you have been pbliged to
dLwover by ynurself leaves a path

in your mind which you can use
.again when the need arises."

1.7 Mai APHORISM EN ft)* (; 1.1CIITE.s1HERG

The Laiiguage of Mathematics
r

Studehts should never- learn computing skills as unrelated ,
,

facts or be unable to use 'those skills to solve real pitoblems.
A student's inability to use mathematical skills cOmfortably is

, probabry because mathematics does not really "make sense% it
is merely a series of- unrelated rules. & good mathematics -

instructor creates the "sense" by giving students .opportunities
to see that mathematical symbols are not 'just 'things to be
manipulated according to mysterious rules. Rather, students
become fluent in mathematics when they learn to use the
symbols and terms to record and communicate the ideas of
mathematics.

The' language of mathematics helps students translate the
elements and the relationships of those elements in a problem
situation into mathematical symbolS' that yield a solution
through mathematical procedures. In an effective program,
teachers take t:he mystery out of mathematics by demonstrating
that every step in a mathematical procedure has- clear
justification and mea\iing.

Fluen4 in the Language of Mathematics
When learning a foreign Janguage, students study vocabulary

and grammar and practice translating from the familiar to the
foreign and ba again. The eventual goal is to be flUent in
the foreign 1 ntage and to be able to think in it. Students
may follow a similar process as they become fluent in the
language of mathematics.

The "grammar" of mathematics involves the use of symbols
and terms. A sentence in mathematics may include combi-
nations of humbers,, operational symbols, parentheses, and
defined terms. It is as important for students of mathematics
to understand and use these terms as it is to learn the syntax
of a language. For example, elementary students should be
able to explain what "1/2 of something" means, In high school
algebra, students should be able to explain that 2x + / 5 is
not just a Iriathematical ex pression, but that it represents a

,series of operations performed on 'ome number; namely, a
number was multiplied by two, then one was added to the
product, and the sum was equal to five.

lt is also crucial that group discussion lead to the class's
"discovery" of any mathematical rule, The extra time taken
,for discussion and discovery can help give meani'ng to an
otherwise meaningless rule. For example, exercises should be
designed so students discover 'why common denominators ase
used irf. the addition of fractions, rather than being told to
memorize a sequence of ,"magical" steps.

Learning the language ,of mathematics should continue
throughout thd schooPs , mathematics program. At every grade
level, the use of appropriate terminology should be a natural
part of mathematical experiences.

a
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What to look for:

a. Does the teacher use correct terminology wheAver it
is appropriate?,

b. Can the students read and give the meaning for
symbols and terms?

c. Do students explain terms, symbols, and rules to
each other and the teacher?

d. Does the teacher provide the students with a variety
of experiences to work with mbols and terms? For
example:
(I) Matching symbols with t1 terms
(2) Exchanging mathematical expressions with

equivalent expreSsions
(3) "Finding what's missing" exercises

e. Do s(udents get Involved in discussions that read to
a discovery of mathematical relationships?

Skills of Communicating in Mathematks
To develop fluency in a language, teachers must require

students to do more than translate the language or learn the
grammar. And it is also true in mathematics. Teachers must
involve Abeir students in activities that help them learn to ,

communicate with mathematical expressions. For example,
students shoukd be able to communicate with diagrams,
symbols, equations, and other mathematical expressions. If
they know and understand that there are different.repre-
sentations for the same ideas, they are more likely to be
able to work with the ideas successfully in differentsettings.
Students-who are fluent in the language of mathematics can,
tell where they are in a mathematical process, why a Mathe-
matical process works, what mathematical task they are
trying to accomplish, and when, perchance, they need help.

Many learning experiences can help students improve their
skills of communicating in mathematics. For example, students
can participate in games, invent mathematical puzzles, and
give project reports to their classmates. As another example,
the teacher might ask one student to describe a georrietric
shape to the other students, who must then draw the Shape as
it is described. The students then share their pictures and
discuss the descriptions.

Another way to build skills in communication is to ask the
students to help clarify or correct a point on which the
teacher pretends to be confused. This activity increases student'
attention as well as improves their abilities to use mathe-
matical terms. For this technique to be successful, the
teacher must write exact the students say. When
students are held acc untable for what they say, it is amazing
how precise they become in using mathematical terminology,

t)

+IS

Describe the objects that cast these shadows.

Teachers must involve their
students in activities that,help
them learn to communicate with
mathematical e.tpressions.

7



"The verressenee of
[mathematics) is the precentiOn

of waste of the energies of
muscle and memory."

1-If0 THE NATURC MATHEWAMS III
, PHILLIP V. 11, WM) 41.-N

8

What to look for:

a. Dogteachers help students express their thoughts
when they are doing mathematics?

b. 'Are students asked how conceptS are related? For
example:
(1) How is addition related to sets of objects?
(2) When should multiplication instead of addition

be used?

c. Arc tl:iere regular class discussions on subjects that
involve comparing sizes, numbers, areas, and so
forth?

d. Can stddents tell each other why they arc following
certain steps?

e. Can studentS explain the steps for solving an
etivation?

1. Are discussions of mathematical reasoning a natural
and regular part of the classroom activity? For
exampl%
(I) Can students explain Vow percentages arc

derived, how to use thcm, and the relationship
of percents to fractions and decimals?

(2) Can students discuss how to compute with
fractions?

g. Do students give verbal repprts on homework apd
projects they have completed?

h. Are students encouraged to develop independent
study projects ir which they explore applications of
concepts?

A Comprehensive Mathernatics
Curriculum

Because mathematics is such an integral part of everyday
life in today's society, mathematical competence is one of the
ingredients of a satisfying and productive life. Therefore, a
well-designed curriculum in which students are prepared for
careers and day-to-day living should include a wide crange of
mathematics topics in which mathematical concepts ahd skill
are4s are developed thorotIghly. Appendix C tp the -

Mathe'rnaties Frainework and the 1980 Addenylum is the,
California State Board of Education's'1980 "Criteria for
Evaluating Instructional Materials in Mathematics," and the
criteria represent the core of instruction for any good
mathematics program in kindergarten through grade eight, The
county superintendents' Course of Study is another good
'reference for developing comprehensive mathematics programs.

1 i



The Breadth of Mathematical,Skills
The breadth of mathematics refers to the scope of essential

skills, and concepts that students should master. For example,
by the end of the ninth grade, every student should have
developed an appreciation for the subject of mathematics and
should have acquired at least the mathematical skills and
concepts that are ,pecessary for day-to-day living. These
include: (1) proficiency in computing; (2) the ability to read
graphs and charts; (3) understanding of percentages; (4) skills
of measurement; (5) a facility with geometric concepts;
(6) development of logical thinking processes; (7) a facility for
discussing mathematical concepts; and (8) the ability to
use mathematics to solve aivariety of problems. (See the
Appendix, page 61; for the breadth of 'mathematics pected of
eighth kraders in California public schools.)

Por students who 'do not reach the required level o
proficiency by the ninth grade, an effective school mathematics
program provides for the acquisition of such skills through
remedial programs available in grades nine through twelve.

Once students have reached the required level of proficiency,
a school's mathematics program should help them prepare for
their career choices through a variety of courses. The options
available for students should include: (1) mathematics for
business and basic accounting; (2) mathematics preparatory for
college or university training (See page 15 of this handbook
for a mere thorough disctission of the requirements of colleges
and universities for their entering freshmen.); (3) mathematics
for vocational choices; and (4) mathematics for consumer
needs, It is recommended that all students take some
nvthematics course in their senior year.

Mathematics instruction can also play an important role in
helping students improve their reading and writing skills.
Teachers can help students meet local proficiency standards by
using mathematics content and providing mathematics-based
experiences which require students to use those basic skills
regularly.

Mat hemat ics instruction can play
an important role in helping
students improve their reailing
and writing slcills.

9
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"The beautiful has its place in.
Mathematic,. for here are
triumphS of the creative

7-imagination,. , ."
h Ilth
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What to look for:
a. Are opportunities provided for all students to gain

ad understanding and to usc all essential skills and
concepts? Those are:
(I) Arithmetic numbers and operations
(2) Geometry
(3) MeaSurement
(4) Calculators and computers
(5) Probability and statistics
(6) Relations and functions
(7) Logical thinking
(8) Algebra

b. Do students demonstrate facility with
problem-solving skills by drawing diagrams, looking
for patterns, forming equations, and so forth?

c. Do proliciencY standards in mathematics include
reading graphs and charts, computing restaurant
bills, and naming geometric shapes?

d. Arc a wide range of courses available at the
secondary level? Nit- example:
(I) Basic mathematics cou[ses
(2) Consumer and career courses
(3) Computer literacy courses
(4) College preparatory courses of both technical

and general college programs

e. At the secondary level, do students have'an
opportunity to take a different mathematics course
every year, and do titles of couries clearly idaptify
thc content?

1. Are all twelfth-grade students who plan to attend
college enrolled in a mathematics course?

g. Arc mathematics teachers familiar with the
.distrietadopted" proficiency standards that their

students must meet?



h. Do mathematics -teachers make assignments in
mathematics that help students improve their rcading
and writing skills?

The Depth of .Mathematics Instruction
In a coMprehensive mathernItics curriculum, skills and

concepts are woven together, and developed into a hierarchy
for better 9derstanding, Many of the mathematics skills that
students acquire have common characteristics that should be
used creatively. For instance, students encounter the concept
of regrouping many times .by many different names. When
learning addition and subtraCtion, Students may call the
conCept "carrying, borrowing.; or regrouping." When°learning
to .use money, the studentS may call it 14making change."
When learning fractions, they may call the concept "finding

equivalent fractions." At the secondary level, the teaching of
prime factorinitiOn o.f numbers leads to faCtoring of algebraic
expressions.

Thus, .whenever possible, the teacher illustrates that the new
concept is really an old friend. On the other hand, for a -

sardent who has been unsuccessful in learning the concept by
a previous name, the teacher uses different strategies te build
'the desired skill. Furthermore, the teacher builds and rein-
forces cognitive skills by stressing understanding, application,
analysis, synthesis, and evaluatio of concepts. At the highest
level, the students develop an preciation of the beauty and
elegance of mathematics.

Archimedes, one of the greatest,
mathematicians of all time, was
killed by a Roman soldier after
the fall of Syracuse. According
to .orrie historians, the soldier
found Archimedes drawing
circles in the ,gon d and became
angry when Archimedes yelled,
"Don't spoil my circles?"

What to look for:

a. Do the SkIHS to -be acquired contain a core of
common learnings'and minimum competencies every
student, is expected to learn?

b. Do the students know that thc skill thcy arc
learning is built on a previously acquired skill?

c. Docs the teacher make use of pirnles, posters, and
,tudent projects that require thc use,of several skills?

d, Do students use bridgit, phrases like "It works just
like ..."?

c. Do teachers plan learning' 'tasks that arc designed to
build the higher levels of cognitive understanding
beyond knowledge and comprehension? For example:
applkation, analysis, synthesis (formulation of
relationships between concepts), and evaluation .

f Does thc teacher stress awareness of thc universal.
.applications or many mathematics concepts, such as'. ,

the use of mathematics in music and the uses of
geometric patterns in art?

)1'
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The development of a schoolwhfe
mathematics program should

involve students, teachers,
connselors, administrators, and

parents,

12

Priority for Mathematics in the School-Level Plan

A mathematics program should reflect a schoolwide
cornmitment to mathcmatics education, One of the indicators
of such commit ment is the development of a school-level plan

Plat places a high priority on mathematics education, allocates
spccific time for it in the learning program, provides for the
coordination of mathematics with other subjects, and ensures
financial support for the program. The school mathematics ,
program should bc dcsigned so that students can progress
toward clearly stated goals without unnecessary repetition.
This can bc achieved by careful planning through all grade
levels. The school-level mathematics program must be an
integral part of any other school-level plisn, such as the school
improvement plan or the compensatory education plan. It
should never be viewed as something separate from or in
addition to such plans. The mathematical skillS 'and ,concepts
taught in classes for bilingual, compensatory, and special
education students should be The same as those taught in the
regular program.

The development of a schoolwide mathematics program
should involve students', teachers, counselors, administrators,
and parents; and it should be coordinated among classrooms,
grade levels, and feeder schools as much as possible. Thus,
when mOre than one.,teacher in a school is teaching the same
grade level or course, students will be taught the same skills,
and upon completion of the grade r course, comparable
rankings will indicate comparable proficiency. Further,
Students will benrit from a systematic comprehensive
malhematics program that includes all of the important
concepts and skills without unnecessary repetition. The
Mathematics Framework and the 1980 ilddendurn for
California Public Sclwols provides a excellent basis for
mathematics curriculum development and assessment within a
school plan.

A comprehenSive mathematics curriculum plan or guide
shOuld:

kr.

Include a statement of the school's basic goals for
mathematics development,
Have an identified rationale for relating course coritcnt to
students' developmental levels.
Etc organized into clearly described levels that indicate
where concepts and skills arc expeeted to be taught by
each teacher and how the concepts and skills taught at
one grade level fit into those that follow.
Have an effective ijnd thorough procedure for ,exarnin'ing
and adopting instructional materials in mathematics.

/ Include a plan for enrichment activities.
Include a plan for continuous evaluation and
improvement.

Other indicators of a strong schoolwide and districtwide
plan arc identified in Part IV or this handbook.



What -to look for'
.a. Do teachers, parents, students, and others play a

significant role in developing curriculum and
planning programs?

b. Does each teacher know his or her role in
impkmenting the plan?

e. Is there a written plan that emphasiies mathematics
education and coordinates it csith other subjects and
other school-level plans?

d. Are the skills and concepts taught in special
education, bilingual education, compensatory
education, or other special classes consistent with
those taugh the regular classes?

e. Are there mccl4inism s for regular communication
about the prog ess of individual stu'dents between
teachers in spe ial programs and teachers in the
regular classro ims?

1. Is there dination among classrooms 01 the same
lesel or courses so that students are provided
comparable experiences and skill development so
that unnecessary duplication of experiences and skill
development arc avoided?

g. Are there mechanisms for communication among
schools in a district to ensure that students receive
preparation needed to advance successfully to the
next level?

h. Does a process exist for adopting instructional
materiak in Mathemqics and for examining, on a
regular hasts, the coltent of the omathematics
program?

At the secondary Ievel, do elective or enrichment
courses n mathematics have as rigorous a
curriculum as thc requited courses?
Do students sVith advanced Aill or interest have
opportunities for accelerated learning?

Remediation of Learning Problems
When assessing a school's comprehensive mathematics

curriculum, speCial attention should bc given to its programs
for remedial instruction. These programs arc essential for
'students who have not attaincd minimally acceptable levels of
proficiency in any of thc skills and concepts from computing
through calculus.

!he remedial program should cover the same content as the
regular Instructional program, but it should be taught
differently. Remedial instruction should not bc presented in
the same way that resulted in previous unsuccessful learning,

C.)
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In many instances, the
requirements for entry into

certain arTns of Jtfldy will
require high khool students to

take mathematics courses
berond those needed for
general admission to the

unicersitly.
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The content of the remedial program should also be organized
around clearly stated objectives and provide the students with
challenging and interesting mathematical activities. Thlose
responsible for remedial instruction should use practical
applications of mathematics with other topics which improve
Students' attitudes towlird the skills being rernediated,

What to look for:

a. Are objectives in remedial instruction designed to
enable i4 students to advance into the mainstream
of the rriculum?

b. Do cl s es for remedial instruction provide for
opportknities beyond the acquisition of computing
skills?

c. Do teachers possess the. teaching skills for providing
remediation, as demonstrated by their use of appro-
priate materials and techniques?

d. Is unnecessary drilliand "more of the same" type of
reinforcement avoided by planning reinforcement
activities, based on individual student needs and
interests?

e. Are optional reteaching and remedial opportunities
available to students who fail to Master the
mathematics skills the first time?

f, As students learn more complex skills, do they
reeeive review practice on previously learned, skills, .

as needed?

g Are students shown how previously learned skills are
useful for learning more complex skills"'

Prep/ttration.for Colle'ge
A comprehensiN,e szkool program should include the

necessary courses for those planning to go to college. And in
(Ninv instances, the requirements for entry7144.0 certain areas
og study will require high school students to take mathematics
courses beyond those needed for general admission to the
university. For example, all maiors in the natural and life
sciences, engineering, and mathematics require calculus: Many
social science majors require either statistics or calculus,' or
both. Careers in environmental sciences, dentistry, medicine,
optometry, pharmacy, and hiostatistics also require calculi*
for undergraduates. Many students arc not aware that large
numbers of fields outside the natural and mathematical
sciences, often require calculus or statistics as prerequisites.

In some high schools, it may he difficult to offer a full
range of regular and advanced mathematics courses each year.
However, .the problem may he resolved in a number of ways
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I
if. it is given adequate attention and planning. Some options
include: offering advanced mathematics on a two-year cycle;
providing for independent study, home tutors, or corre-
spondence courses; and permitting students to enroll in a
nearby college program, or cooporating with a nearby.high
school to offer courses in advanced mathematics.

Recently, the. acadeMic senates 'of the California Community,
Colleges, the California State University, and the University of
California declared in a position statement that the minimum
proficiencies, in mathematics and English-/fow 'required for
high school graduation arc insufficient to provide students
with the foundation t.hey need to be successful in college and
university course work. The academic senates pointed out that
there arc "varied and complex causes (for the) underprepa-
ration of entering college freshmen." However, as the academic
senates.pointed out, one of the 'problems "is a lack of
understanding among students, parents, and educators of the
competencies expected or entering college students."
Recogniting their responsibility for identifying such
competencies, the members of the acadeinic senates
recommended the following as being necessary for ensuring
that college freshmen are adequately prepared in English and
mathematics:

I I hc curriculum for students planning to pursue a baccalaureate
education should include at kast four ars of Enghsh and at
least three years of mathematics.

2. 1 he academic program taken in the senit year of high school
should include one year of Enghsh and no year of
mathematics.

1 Diagnostic examinations to assess student competencies in
English and mathematics should he given no later than the
junior year in high school. The results of these cxammations
should be used to counsel students concerning their study in
thc senior year.

4 Uhe result's of competency assessment in English and mathe-
matics.of entering students at, the colleges' and universities
should he madc avallahle to the students' respective high
schools so that appropriate evaluation of instructional programs
can be made,

5. Counseling of students and their parents concerning college
preparation should occur as early as possible to provide a
foundation for successful college and universityl study and to
broaden the spectrum of career choices. Early counseling 15
especially needed for groups which are how underrepresented in
California colleges and universities.

6 At all levels of education, from elementary school through
college, grades in English and mathematics should he based
upon achievement rather than upon effort or attendance so that
students will receive accurate assessment of their competencies.

In their position statement, the academic senates also out-
lined "the core of the necessary skills in English and mathe-
matics needed by enterin& college freshmen, regardless of
intended major or the specific admission requirements of the
institution the itudent plans to attend." The senates' specific
recommendations on mathematics appear i Appendix t3. to
this handbook,
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A good mathematics program
will be most'effectiee when

teachers present Ain, in
computing as enjoyable,

challenging, and necessary.for
the achievement of other goals

that-students wish to attain.
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What to look for:
a. Do teachers and counselors have thc latest

information about college-preparatory requirements
and thc courses which firepare graduatcs for many
of the major fields they will be entering?

b. Do college preparatory students know the course
requirements for their intended majors?

c. Are college preparatory students given oppZ)rtunities
to study advanced mathematics, including
trigonometry and other advanced courses in
mathematics?

Computing skills arc essential in day-to-day living, and they
require the person to have a thorough understanding of whole
numbers, fractions, and decimals, as well as speed and
accuracy in adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing
whole numbers. A good mathematics program will be most
freed c when teachers present skills in compbting as

enjoy hie, challenging, and necessary for the 4 chievemcnt or
other oals that students wish to attain.

A

The Teaching of Computing Skills
Skills in computing must be taught carefully at all levels,

and at the beginning the underlying concepts of the basic
skills must be emphasized. As students learn new skills,
teachers must reinforce previously learned skills through a
program of carefully planned practice that is closely'related to,
but different from; the way the skills were learned initially. In
an effective mathematics prograrrt, the teacher finds a balance
between learning experiences in which drill and memorization
are emphasized and interesting reinforceMent activities that
will challenge students to use their newly acquired computing
skills. The drills arc short and arc given daily as a
complement to other forms of practicc. Some of the short
drills arc "thought problems,- informal timed tests, and games
involving computation. .

However, much of the needed practice can and, should be
provided through practical problem solving (which iS related r
to different curricular activities), purposeful gdmes, puzzles,
and mechanical or ejectronic calculators. For example, the
teacher may use ne,hspapers and magazines to stimulate an
"If-we-had-some-money day." Students a 11, asked to determine
the price of their ideal kitchen, house, or r from the prices
listed in a newspaper or a home builder's guidebook. As
another example, the teacher may ask the class to choose



betevecn receiving $1,000 cach clay for 31 consedutive days or
receiving 1 ccnt for thc first dory and doubliAt thc amount
cach consecutive- day for 31 days. Thc activity provides
valuable computational review, and the conclusion is
fascinating. Exercises such as these provide practice while
relating to the types of situations people encounter in real

Vast to look for:

a Are group activitic used daily ror students to
practice commting skills; e.g,, nongraded timed
drills and .chalkboard contests?

h Do students play purpostfu[ games of computn;
e.g., dominoes, c(ibbage, and teacher-constructed'
games?

Do students hase interesting indiskual practice? For
example
(I) Compteung or constructing Magic squares
(2) Comzkting number sequences with hidden

patterni
(1) Decodinidden messages n problem sets
(4) Figuring mak on hypothetical restaurant menus
(5) Computing, with decimals, a tax table or a debt

arnortuat ion table
(6) t'sing fractions, to compute earnings from

houtly, weekly, monthly wage scales
(7) Making attendance orts, inventory reports,

and other nuMerical reports for the school
(8) Constructing scale drawings or maps that involve

multiplication

Estimation anti Mental Computation
A good mathematics program will include many varied

activities in whieh students must use skills of estimating .

reasonable answers to problems and doing arithmetic mentally
without pencil and paper. The current growing use of
calculators increases thc need for good estimation ability so
that students can catch "calculator" errors. (Additional
discussion of caldUlators is given on pages '36 38.) Students
who have mastered thc skill of estimation can 4etermine

"sr-a-whether an answer is reasonable, and thcy arc ire likely to
check the accuracy 'of their work than thcy would have if they
had not acquired, the skill. At all levels of mathematics,
students should.be taught several strategies for estimating -
answers, and thcy should be given ruch practice in using thc
strategies 4In assigning problems to students, thc teacher
should alternate between expecting students 'to check their
answers and expecting thcm to show estimates for the
answers

hr.

4 good mathrniatieltprogram
will include many varied
activities in which students must
use skills of estimating
reasonabh answers to problem,
and doing arithmetic mentally.
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What to look for:
a. In oral drill, do students get feedback apd

appropriate reinfor.cement regarding how reasonable
their answers are?

b. Are calculators used by students to check their
estimates of answers to complex problems?

e estimates made by rounding the original
numbers to one or two significant (nonzero) digits?

e students Shown how to use visual represen-
tations to check the reasonableness of their
answers? For example:
(I) Foy multiplication/division, the vi'sual repre-

sentation may be 'used for the area concerit,
jumps on a number line, or scale factors.

(2) For addition/subtraction, students may refer to

counting tiles, and fralstion circles.
an abacus, length units of

lant *hematites

The authors of the yathematics Frathework and the 1980
Addendum identified four essentigl problem-solving/application
skills:

Formulating, thri, problem
Analyzing the problem
Finding the solution
Interpreting the solution]

Formulating problems is crucial for day-to-day living,
because problems encountered outside school are %wally not
packaged .neatly-in textbook language. Student's, must learn to
ask questions,' clarify relationships, and determine what
information is needed. For instance,' a real-life situation, such
as planning a. sprinkler system for a yard, will challenge
gudents to describe the problems inherent in dOirig that job.

Analyzing problems involves identifying the features that are
significant to the central problem and planning strategies to
deal with'them. Planning might involve guesswork, estimating,
drawing diagrams, creating concrete models, listing similar
elements, or breaking the problem into Manageable parts.
The last and most crucial step iri problem analysis ,is
translation of the problem into matheThatical symbols, because
it demands in explicit 'definition of the problem and selection
Of an appropriate strategy. for the solution. It also demands
risk' taking.

iMathemigies Framework and the 1980 Addendum Ibr Califbrnia- Public Schools.
Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1982; p. 62.



Finding solutions requires mathematical skills beginning with
an understanding of amber properties and operations.
Students should learn that sOme prOblems have several-
solutions and others may have none. Estimation should be
used regularly with all problem-solving exercises so that
students will learn to check their results.

Interpreting the solutions should occur at all levels of
instruction. 'Students) must learrli to review the problems and
solutions, to judge the validity`of their translations to
mathematical symbols, and to check the accuracy of their use'
of mathematical rules. Further, students should learn to make
correct generaliiations from their soLutions and to apply the
results to solving more compiex problems.

What to look for:

a. Do students have practice formulating problems?
For example:
( I) Does the teacher include discussion of real-life

jobs and problems as a regular part of the
curriculum?

(2) Are students expected to complete homework
exercises that are not identical to the examples
given in class?

(3) Are stullents encouraged to formulate solvable
problems?

(4) Are conditions and numbers in word problems
changed to create new problems from old ones?

b. Do students have practice analyzing problems? For
example:
( I) Are problems assigned that require students to

draw diagrams, create concrete models, list
similar elements, break a problem into parts,
discover patterns and similarities, seek

,appropriate data, and experiment with the
models of a problem?

(2) Do students translate verbal expressions into
mathematical synibols and terms?
In class discussions and homework assignments,
does the teacher use concrete problem situations
that are not already clearly defined and
translated into mathematical equations?

(4) Do the teachers encourage students to wOrk in
small groups to dramatize problems, construel
models, list elements, and so forth?

c, Do students have practice finding the solution to
Problems? For example:
(1) Do teachers give assignments that require

students to use a variety or combination of the-
basic skills and mathematical prqcesses; i.e.,

(3)

LEONHARD EULER
1707 -.17113

Leonhard Euler is considered
by many to be the most prolific
mathematician of all time.- He
published material in every
branch of mathematics, and his
contributions to the calculus are
universally recognized.



Students are given opportuiiities
to defend their solutions rather
than beiiig told flatly that they

are wrong.

some problems in a set require subtraction, some
require addition, and otheis require both?

(2) Do teachers use problem-solving activities to
help students \develop all skills and concepts?

(3) Is the use of estimates and guesses encouraged
to test the reasonableness of answers?

d.- Do students practice interpreting the solutions to
problems? Por example:
(I) Do students demonstrate and explain to each

other how they found the solutions?
(2) Do class discussions focus 'on interpreting the

solutions with questions such as the following:
Was the problem solved? What does the solution
mean? Was the best approach used? Would
another approach work? Can the solution be
used in solving another problem?

(3) Are students encouraged to look for different
ways of thinking about a problem that may
sometimes result in a different answer?

(4) Are students given opportunities to defend their
olutions rather than being flatly that they

are wrong?

20
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The Methods
of Teaching Mathematics
(How Students Learn)

Ultimately, the quality of a mathematics program is only as
good as the teachers in that program, Each student should be
presented with exciting and successful experiences in
mathematics, and no one method or approach will work for
all students. Each teacher must therefore make use of a full
range of strategies and devices that can be matched to the
students' learning needs, to the students' expressed interests,
and to the content of the mathematics program.

In assessing the methods used in a school's mathematics
program, one should consider carefully the following three
elements:

Learning styles and-teaching strategies. The teacher
employs a variety of strategies and instructional processes
to enable each.student to learn successfully the
mathematics content.
'The effect of attitudes on achievement. The teacher
motivates the students to learn mathematics by providing
them with daily opportunities to feel that they are both
successful and challenged in mathematics. The students
arc engaged in meaningful and productive learning tasks
during the entire time that is allocated for daily
mathematics instruction.
Calculators and computers. Mathematics teachers make
use of calculators and computers creatively to lead
students to a better undcrstanding of mathematical
processes and problem solving while supplementing and

, reinforcing other instructional activities. ,

In a high, quality mathvatics program, the teacher sets the
stage for students to explore, discover, and learn mathematics
concepts in meaningful ways. To be an effective teacher of
mathematics, t he instructor must know mathematics; the
students' mathematical abilities, interests, and learning styles;
and the ways to teach that make appropriate use of a, variety
of materials and strategies.

Each teacher must make use.of a
full'range of strategies and
devices that can be matched to
the students' learning needs, to
the students expressed interests,
and to the content of the
mathematics program.

21



Students vary widely with respect
to experiences, feelings, interests,

capabilities, rates,at which they
learn, and ways in which they

Arefer to learn.
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Differences in Learning Styles
Students vary widely with 'respect to experiences, feelings,

interests, capabilities, rates at which they learn, and ways in
which they prefer to learn. Because of these differences:the
instructional materials and processes should be equally diveric.
Over a 'period of time, students should be inyolved.in a wide
variety of activities, including teacher-led discussions;
assignments from textbooks; sludent-led discussions; individual
or small group. work on projects; experiments using
manipulatives; activities that involve collecting data and
making graphs; use of audiovisual materials; involvement in
meaningful games; and outdoor experiments. However, it is

essential that every activity be purposeful and designed to help
students learn specific skills or concepts. Diversity of activities
just for the sake of variety is of limited value to students.

-Students should learn how to use available resources for
extending their knowledge both in and out of the classroom.
Because the teacher's knoWledge of the subject is usually the
best learning resource in the classroom, care must be exercised
to avoid student dependence on the teacher's authority and
knowledge. Teachers should make a conscious effort to seek
out and make available sources of information that will help
students learn to formulate their own questions in such a way
that they can find the answers independently.

Effective teachers use direct teaching to the entire class
when it is appropriate; for example, introducing a new topic,
clarifying a concept about which most of the class appears to
be confused, and explaining an example. Teachers May also
use direct teaching for demonstrating a skill and, in so doing,
model the, desired behavior that the students are trying to
learn. For example, in solving a problem which no One in the
class can do, the teacher may say, "I wonder if this problem
can be split into easier parts?" or "Shall I draw a diagram?"
or "ShoUld I make a table?" Then the teacher thinks aloud
while making a decision.



In a high quality mathematics program, teachers can be
observed using student interests as a way of reinforcing the
usefulness of mathematical concepts. For example, students
who discuss cars may be challenged to develop charts or
graphs comparing the cost and efficiency of various models.

Sludents' interests 'in career information _may be used to
stimulate new areas of study. For example, tours of local
businesses and "industries, presentations by speakers who use
mathematics in their Work, and participation in work-related
programs can all serve to reinforce learning and motivate
study.

What to look for:

a. Does the teacher know each student's background
and interests?

b. Are classroom activities and materials diverse and
selected to meet the range of the students' abilities,
language skills, interests, and needs?

c. Do the teachers use direct teaching to the entire
class when it is appropriate and when it will help
them adhieve the instructional objective?

d. Does the teacher in his or her regular classroom
instruction use a wide variety of approaches? For
example:
(I) Large and small group instruction
(2) Lecture or expository method
(3) Media presentations
(4) Mathematics laboratories
(5) Computer-assisted instruction
(6) Role playing
(7) Group work and peer instruction
(8) Programmed instruction
(9) Scientific inquiry

(10) Drill
(I I) Individual instruction

e. Do students receive instruction in a language they
understand?

1. Does the teacher explain the purpose of each
activity and relate it to the needs, strengths,
interests, and learning styles of the students?

Does the regular instructional plan provide students
with opportunities to pursue special interests in the
classroom setting? For example, self-selection
activities, choice among alternative activities, and
individual projects.

h. Does the curriculum provide for special interest
activities that aie related to learning objectives? For
example, a project to construct three-dimensional

g.

34

In a high quality mathematics
program. teachers can be
observed using student interests
as a way of reinforcing the
usefulness of mathematical
concepts.
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Each teacher should have a
number of imaginative ways to

asSess accurately and effeciively
the entire class quickly and

frequently.

geometric models aids in the understanding of
geometric figures studied in solid geometry.

Student Assessment

Before an- effective instructional program can be designed,
the teacher must assess the individual learning characteristics
of the students,.determine the students' previously acquired ,
abilities, and discover the special interests that can be tapped
for motivational .purposes. This assessment should include the
use of a Wide variety of diagnostic assessment tools that a,re
available arall grade levels. These tools range. from
'standardiied, nationally normed tests to less sophkticated
verbal measurements, such as oral interviews and discussions.
In any case more than one form of assessment should be used
to ensure accuracy of infonation for each student, (In
assessments of limited-English-proficient.[I.FT) students, care
should be taken to ensure that it is the students' mathematical
skills being assessed rather than the students' abilities to
understand Fnglish.)

Teachers should make diagnostic assessments continually to
provide important information about student understanding.
Based on the assessment information, teachers decide on the
use of alternative instructional approaches. variations in
student groupings, the need for remediation, or advancement
to a new topic. Each teacher should have a number of
imaginative ways to assess accurately and effectively the entire
class quickly and frequently (in less than len seconds -every
few minutes). `I hese include "thumbs up or thumbs down" in
silent response to a yes or no question; each student
responding on a slate-like board which he or she holds up at
a given. signal; and color-coded cards for students to hold up
to signal their mental state red for "I'm confused." yellow for
"now I get it," and green for "hurry up, I'm ready .to do the
assignment."

Another effective assessment
strategy is one that not only
provides for students to
respond but also encourages
students to internalue or

a. concept in their
minds. For this strategy.
the teacher asks everyone
to concentrate on a
specific ided for
30.scconds eyes shut.
no 0,en`cils, no talking,
no reading..After
30 seconds, student's
are calle,d on or
volunteer to explain
the eoncept in their
own words, to give an



application of the concept, to tell how the concept is related
to some other concept, or to do some similar task. For
-example, when a geometry class has been introduced to the
notions of point, line, and plane, ,the teacher says, "Now
concentrate on what you have just heard about points., lines,
and planes, and in 30 seconds I will ask some of you to tell
us how they arc alike 'and how they are different." When this
strategy is used regularly and frequently, as it should be, it
will become increasingly effective.

IA%

What to look for:

a. Arc there established assessment proccdurcs for
diagnosing students' needs prior to the placement of
students in courses or thc usc ol instructional
materials?

h. Do teachers have established procedures for
determining students' areas of interest? For example,
through:
(I) Observation techniques
(2) interest inventories
(3) Discussions on hobbies, careers and so forth
(4) Informal conversations
(5) Analysis of student questions

c. Arc a broad range of performance assessment tools
used regularly which allow for differences in
students' learning styles? For example:
(1) Regular hornework assignments
(2) Oral demonstrations
(3) "reacher observations
(4) COMmcrcially prepared tests
(5) In-text tests
(0) Teacher-prepared tests
(7) Checklists
(8) Interest/attitude inventories
(9) Attitude-behavior-discipline rcports

(10) Interviews, class or small igroup discussions
(I 1) Criterion-referenced tests tied to performance

objectives
(12) Student projects

d, Arc limited-English-proficient students assessed in a
language they understand, and do they receive
instruction through the usc of materials in their
primary language, bilinguar teachers, aides, tutors, or
peers?

e. Are assessments of progress free of language arid
cultural biases?

f. Do teachers analyze student errofs to Assist thcm in
diagnosing? For example:
(1) Basic facts or errors in computing procedures

25



t, age ten, the famous. German
mathematician, Karl Gaws.

astounded las teacher by
discovering a short cut for

adding the whole numbers to
50 -an assignment meant to keep
the precocious student occupied.
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(2) Errors that occur repeatedly and indicate a
misundcrstanding of concepts

g. Does the teacher frequently use whole-class
assessment strategies that determine whether every
student is following the lesson or whether a change
in teaching strategy is needed?

Keeping Records of tudent Progress

Studcnts nccd to bc kept aware of their progress toward the
mastery of prescribed mathematical skills and concepts.
Progress records should be based 6n many different forms of
assessment and may vary to accommodate teachers'

pre ferencee, -

Assessmc'nt records should include a determination of which
skills and concepts have been mastered and which need more
study. By keeping the records up-to-date, the teacher may use
them for giving positive reinforcement when students show
good progress and for assigning hppropriate learning activities.

13. Is the proves of evei y stolen' awned tad
tecarckdr

What to look for:

a. Are progress records kept for each student and
checked frequently by that ctudent and the teacher?

b. Arc progress charts maintained, and can students
explani..what they mean?

c. Arc parents informed regularly of their child's
progress in learning mathematics skills and concepts?

d. Are both speed and accuracy of the student's skill in
computing ineluded in the progress record?

c. Does the amount and level oftpractice assigned to
each studen i. vary according to the individual's
progress?

1. Do students take timed tests to assess their retention
of computing skills learned previously"
When a student's retention falls below the acceptable
level on specd or accuracy, arc practice activities
prosided?

g,

The Use of Manipulative Materials
Of all theplanning that sets the stage for a good learning

experience, none is more central nor crucial than thc teacher's
plan for presenting thc lesson. Even here, thc selection of thc
topic, the objectives, the assessing of the' students' under-
standing, and the organiiing of the materials and class-
room may overshadow thc concern for how the students will
build thc bridge from the familiar to the unknown; in other



words, from what they already know ,10 what they should
learn. Teachers should be familiar with 'current research in
education on effective bridging strategies in order to plan their.
lotions effectively. One particularly propitious example of ,the
research is-Jerome Bruner's three learning stages a widely
accepted, but often ignored, theory that supports classrooM
use of "hands-on" materials.

In his book, Toward a Theory qf Instruction, Mr. Bruner
identifies these stages of learning: concrete, representatknal,
and 'symbolic. That is, students should learn a mathematical
concept through experiences with concrete, three-di mensio nal
objects .(manipulations); then with representations of the
physical objects (for example, -pictures); and finally, with
sy rn ho k to .refer abstractly t.o the concept)

leachers should have a commitment to using manipulatives
to the students' best advantat and should demonstrate
cr-eative uses of manipulative materials. In the early grades,
some possible activitks in which manipulatives may be used
include: (I) identifying likenesses and differences; (2) classifying
and categoriiing objects by their characteristic features; (3) com-
paring objects by size.; (4) grouping objects; and (5) 'making
conjectures based on the manipulations.

1 he use of manipulatives should also have a place in
intermediate and higher grades, both in discovering new
concepts and .skills and in providing remedial help. Colored
rods, base-ten blOcks,, and graph paper should be used to
illustrate properties of whole numbers, the concepts of
fractions, and the relationships between &act-ions and decimals.
Paper folding can also be used to illustrate geometric concepts
and some area formulas (for -example, parallelograms and
circles). Pipe cleaners and a sheet of cardboard can be used
effectively to illustrate three-diMensional concepts introduced
in a high school geometry course.

What to look for:

a . Do $tudcnts vc access to.threc-dimensional modelsvilif
or familiar o ccts as a regular part of their
mathematics instruction? For example, engines,
model kitS, mathematical manipulatives, objects to-
measure, and gcomctric forms.

.

b Do teachers ask sequences of questions that lead
,

students in making the connection betweea ,the
'concrete and the abstraCt?

,

c, In the priinary grades, is the teaching of place value
a nd addition of multi-digit numbers develo'ped

*romc Dro\r .Thward ei Themt pt Imtruillon Sew York W W Norton
( o . 19M
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Teachers should have a
commitment to using
manipulative, to the students'
best advantage and should
demonstrate creative uses of
manipulative materials. For
example. teachers could ask
their students to cut Out the
pieces of the tangrarn puzzle
(above) and use the five small
piece's to form a square. Then
the student, could be asked
whether they could place the
two large pieces around the
square to form a triangle, a
parallelogram, a trapezoid, and
finally a rectangle.
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Peer di.seimlions reinforce'
learning by challenging student,

to exchange viewpoint!! and
andlyze po,vabli* orategio or

so/u flow,
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through the use of manipulativcs? For example:
(I) Students represent two-digit numbers with place

value materials, such as bean sticks or base-ten
blocks.

(2) Students play "trading" games.
(3) Students add two-digit numbers by manipulating

'place value material, regrouping, or trading when
appropriate.

(4) Materials arc available for students to use, as
needed, in computing standard problems.

d. Is tile concept of fractions developed through
activities based on conc?ete objccts? For ex4mplc:
(I) Fraction "pies," strips, or squares
(2) Parts of sets ot- groups of objects
(3) Numbcr lines or "clock" circles
(4) Colored rods

e, At thc junior and seoior high school levels, do
students have opportunities to reestablish previously
learned skills and concepts thro concrete physical
or visual models?

f. Is the relationship of mathematics conceptS to "real
life" situations,continually emphasiied and
demonstrated visually?

Are topics tpught so that students "discover" or
"see" matheinatics concepts before the teacher
introduces a mathematics rule?

Grouping of Students
Group work, often a useful approach to learning, should be

flexible and should bc based on the interests, needs, and
learning styles of students. Generally, the options for grouping
students in a cldss include discussion with the whole group,
small groups, and individuals. Each option is more
appropriate than the others for certain students. Peer group
work often provides the teacher with time for individual or
group remediation. More importantly, perhaps, peer
discussions reinforce learning by challenging students to
exchange viewpoints and analyie possible strategies or
solutions, thus developing and sharpening their logical or
critical thinking skills while increasing their abilities to
communicate with the language of mathematics.

Are stotkots stooped In a. varkp of wqys
go rektforee kerning?

What to look fOr:
n

a Does the teacher usc groupings that, are based, (in
thc assessment ol the students' learning styles and
related to the lesson ohieetivcs? For example
(I) Small groups in the regular classroom
(2) 1 utorial programs
(3) rse 01 resource teachers



(4) Mathematics labs
(5) Instructional 'aides
(6) Cross-age tutors
(7) Alternative classes
(8) Programmed texts or materials
(9) Mini-cotirses

b. 'Do students receive instruction with the whole class
at appropriate times, such as when:a concept is
bcing introdiked or whcn groups want, to share
information or results from a small grOup or
individual project?

c. Do students work in small groups when it is
appropriate? For example:
(I) fo prepare for debates and panel discussions
(2) .10 solve a problem through brainsfowing,

'discussion, and an exchange and analysis of '
ideas

(3) to collect, organiie, and represent data or a
graph -or report

(4) ro receive instruction that is appropriate to their
level

(5) Jo do skill reinforcement activities, such as peer
teaching and games

(6) lo receive remedial instruct*,
d. Do students work individually when it is

appropriate'? For example:
(1) A follow-up assignment for a difficult concept
(2) Practice for needed skills
(3) A report on an area of interest

e_ Are students encouraged to work together to
exchange and analyie various problem-solving
strategies or solutions?

The Effect of Attitudes on Achievement

Learning does not "just happen" through the application of
a few learning theory principles about achievement and
concept development. By creating an expectation of maximum
achievement, providing for success and challenges, providing
for ptIsductive learning time, and assigning homework, the
teacher motivates students to reach their potential achievement
revels.

Effect of High Expectations on Motivation
.Studics consistently show that student achievement levels

are noticeably affected by teacher expectations, Teachers must
honor each student's right to work up to his Or her maximum
potential. In,a high quality mathematics program, the teacher
presents challenging projects:asks stimulating questions, and
poses meaningful problems witA equal frequency to students of
all ability levels.

In addition, teaching is not effective in an undisciplined
atmosphere. The creation of a productive and effective

In a high quality .rnathernaties
program, the Wacher presents
challenging projects, asks
stimulating questions, and poses
meaningful peoblems with equal
frequency to students of fill
ability levels.
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learning environment requires an uncompromising under-
standing from thc first day: the teacher has the respon-
sibility to create such an environment, Then, step by step,
the teacher and the students build the desired environment in
the cllssroom, Teachers can convey high expectations for
achievement while building an effective learning environment
in a variety of ways:

Set and maintain classroom standards for discipline,
punctuality, time on lask, completion of work, and
maxiinum effort applied to the taSks,
Sct an example for effort by beginning lessons on time
and being prepared.
Reinforce expected behavior and take time to discuss
below-level (or inadequato) effort in a positive attbmpt to

'bring students up to expected levels of achievement,
4%

To be motivated, students must be active participants in the
learning process. Even in remedial, basic, and enrichment
instruction, a high level of rigor is often the challenge that
Students need to becOme active participints. Encouraging
students to identify the steps in their thinking processes also
increases participation. To ensure .continued involvement,
teachers should focus on the positive progress the student
makes, not on the unsuccessful attempts. For example, a
struggling student may be encouraged and motivated by being
reminded how far he or she has progressed rather than how
he or she compares with the top student in the class.

What to look for:

a. Do teachers expect all students to achieve? For
example; arc thc concepts, values, -skills, and
knowledge acquired by students in special classes,
such as special education; compensatory education,
and bilingual education, thc same as tho4c acquired
by students in thc regular classes?

b. Does ihc teacher demonstrate a bele ia thc
students' abilities to do thc work?

tCach'ers call on low achievers as frequently. as
on high achievers, and do they allow sufficient time
for responding?

d. Docs the teacher work with low achievers to
dctcrminc the reason fOr lack of progress and to
redeskgn their study programs!?

Olt
c. Do thc teachers set a standard for excellence that

they themselves model by being prepared fbr every
lesson, and beginning every class on timc, by
promptly correcting and returning squines and



homework, and by spending the entire class period
actively teaching?,..

I Is there a policy tor uniform and fair enforcement,
of behavioral standards?

g. Are there written schoolwide class' standards for
'workManshm, punctuality, and behavior?

ts there a 'uniform schoolwide policy on grading,
and do studen y. and parents know the amount and
qualit y. of work necessary for a st.udent to receive a
specific grade?

i. Do teachers, pafents, and students know what
behav iot is expected of them?
Does the adMinistration support teachers in their
efforts to enforce the adopted standards?

k Does the teacher encourage students to make
suggestions and to ask questions, and are students'
_ideas incorporated in lectures and diseusOons?

4. Are students involved in the learning, process? For
example, do they discuss prOhlcm>Thx trategies,
pose questions. and encourage eac

:A

Success and Challenge in Stimulating Learning
High expectations are not the only ingredients_cieeded .for

creating motisation, leachers must ako design their lessons
and (cubing strategies .so as to facilitate student success. for

jexample, exams or assignments should he returned with
written comments that indicate what was done well or
eommendably. 'Another helpful strategy is dscussing with a

, student the accuracy and rationale of his or her verbal'
responses,

I essons should also be sequenced so that every student
obtains some 16.vel of success on some of tthe problems. For
example, a geometry probkm ,should require the use or more
than one skill. Some students might have success by
illustrating the problem;. others, by posing questions. At the
high school ievel, a geometry problem might be a proof' with
sections to be completed or a proof with an error to he found
and corrected.

Arranging for each student to have opportunities for succesi,
may not be always easy. However, such opportunities arc
more likely t.o occur if there is a structure that provides 'for

bjective measurement joP student achievement, timely diagnosis
f-'o need when studentlfail to achieve,.and,' if necessary,

,
appropriate alternative instruction for remediation.'.

Students draw conClusions about their Chances to succeed
lrom the actions and remirks of teachers. When teachers have
clear instructional objectiv6 and share them With the students,
ocryone has a bette, perception of when success is near or
has been achieved. At the elemenvry level, teachers may begin
a lesson by communicating to tht.4 students the purpose of a
neW exercise, for example, "Today you are going to learn how
to usc a number hne to help you see that multiplication is

'hp

"Try to read the faceo of ymtr
,Ofild(itif,$, try 10 $eo, their erpecta.
tion$ and pu
YoarAelj in their place,"
//Mil M411114,0 01.4 40f 11)
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similar, to repeated ,addition." At the secondarY level, the
teacher may remind the students of how the day's assignment
relates tO an ongoing achievement objective. When students
know why they are performing a certain oPeration or
practicing certain exercises, it is more likely that they will
attend to the task conscientiously and thereby increase the
likelihood of success. .

Also, in high quality programs, teachers use a variety of
resources for giving students challengirii and interesting,
experiences. For example, teaChers may use the skills,
backgrounds, and interests Of Other faculty or other
community members to show students the rewards of learning,
and to model high achievement and enjoyment of
mathematics. For example, a parent who, has traveled to
Egypt may-share his or her knowledge Of the engineering of
the pyramids with a geometry class, or a woodshop teacher
who has worked as a carpenter may discuss career options
and uses for mathematics in the building industryN These
presentations, might then be followed by assignmeefs that
require independent study or group projects that capitalize on
high 'interest levels.

In 6rder to develop a positive attitude toward learning, a
student needs to know that successful performance is a
legitimate, hard-earned achievement. High scores on easy
examinations are not likely to build a sense of competence. A

A parent who has traveled to
Egypt may share his or her
knowledge of the engineering of
the pyramids with a geometry
class.
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What to look for:

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

440,1

Does the teacher take advantage of correct
responses to build self-confidence and success?
Does the teacher treat students' incorrect responses
with sensitivity?
Do students receive regular assessments of their
achievements and progres5 toward mastery?
Do tile students find out whether their answers or
statements are right, almost right, or wrong?
Are assignments graded and returned promptly?
Are students made aware of tpe goals they are
trying to achieve?
Are students encouragad to set personal goals
related to the mathematics curriculum?

h. Is a large portion of the students' time spent
Working on tasks that lead to success and legliimate
feelings of competence?

i. Do assignments have graduated levels of challenge
(some success is possible for all, And everyone is -
challenged)?



j. Are students encouraged to work
extra credit and enrichment?

k. Are tests designed to cover and reflect the level of
the instruction?

I. Are the objectives of each lesson clearly
communicated to students?

m. *Are community resources identified and utilized to
extend clapsroom learning and to model
achievérnAf and enjoyment of mathematics?

n. Are community interests tapped to promote student
growth and achievement; e.g., donation of computer
time by public agencies, private industry, univer-

,
sities, and colleges?

on projects for

Adequate and Prolkluctive Learning Time
A crucia-I component of the mathematics program that

directly affects student attitudes and achievement is the
amount of time students spend studying mathematics.
However, a clear difference exists.betweenIthe timt allocated
to mathematics ,and the time students 'spend working
productively on ,the subject. It is understandable 'that there
may be discrepancies in the time devoted to learning
mathematics among different school sites, grade levels, and
even classrooms at the same grade level. It is essential that
differences in time allocations be carefully scrutinized; and
those'differences should be minimized by having schoolwide
agreement on allotments of time and by setting an equitable
school schedule.

An important part of learning mathematics is doing it. In.
an effective mathematics program, students are 'actively and
positively involved in the learning process. The time spent
watching and listening in class should be balanced with the
time spent asking questions, responding to questions,
interacting, and writing or recording. Drill and practice, a,
daily necessity, should be provided with a clear emphasis on
both developing skill and maintaining interest. In review-
exercises, students should have to think about mathematical
concepts rather than operate in a mechanical way.

More important still, to make the time given to mathe-
matics productive, teachers should tardy or never assign

7

Althoiigh often quoted as,
"There is no royal road to
learning," the original, as
written by Euclid, read, "There
ii no royal road to geometry."

Aft
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An important part of learning
mathematics is doing it.

whole pagis of essentially the same problem; for example, a
page of adtition of two-digit numbers or a set of word
problems whose solutions require that the smaller number be
subtracted from the larger number. Students should learn to
select the appropriate arithmetic operations rather than follow
examples blindly.

What to look for:

a. Are students activdy involved in mathematics study
for the entire allotted time period, or do they
spend time waiting for assistance or inforaation,
copying material, preparing for gudy, or engaging in
off-task activities? , -

b. At the elementary Ievel, is there an agreed-upon
time ',allocation for mathematics at each grade level?

c. 'Do teachers honor the agreed-upon time allocation
for mathematics?

d. At the secondary level, are class schedules adjusted
to minimize the loss of instructional timc bccausc of
scheduled interruptions, such as assemblies, fire
drps, sporting events, and school plays?

e. Are students assigned interesting tasks related to the
instructional topics while the tacher takes
attendance, signs passes, and so forth?

f. Is thc teaching well organizcd, sequential, and
direct?

Does the tea9tte)- give clear directions about the
goals of the lesson and set clear standards for the
students' role in cooperating to achieve the goals?

h. Is lecture time balanced with thc time spent asking
questions, responding to questions, interactingi and
writing or rccording?

i, Does dircct instruction and student participation
predominate over drill and desk work?
Is a reasonable time limit set on achieving objectives
and accomplishing tasks after initial instru,ction has
been completed?

k. Arc transitions from one subject or period to thc
nex t accomplished with speed and a minimUm loss
of instructional time? ,

I. Do the teacher's assignments and behavior
emph'asize thc development of good study habits for
the studcnts? For example:
(I) Students rcad and discuss directions.
(2) Flome study assignments call for the use of a

variety of skills.

g
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(3) The tcachcr draws on thc studcnts' prior
learning; e.g., whcn askcd, "How do I dO -thisr
the tcachcr asks thc studcnt, "Tell mc what you
have already tried," or "Identify whcrc you arc
having trouble."

The Role of Home Study
Home study is another important component of the

mathematics program, as it extends the amount of time
students spend in learning and applying mathematical
concepts. It also prepares students for the demands that will
be made upon them to think and work independently in jobs
or in universities. Homework should reinforce the 'concepts
learned in class and should be completed before class. In a
high quality program, class time should be devoted primarily
to interactions between the teacher and students or among
peers; so homework should be used in class only as a
discussion tool for solving problems and enhancing the Use of
the language of mathematics.

Home study is an important way of.extending produc-
tive lealning time. Thus, homework assignments should
be designed carefully to relate to in-class lessons and to
reinforce concepts and solving skills. This means that every
student should have a copy of the textbook to take home for
individual study. If students are to develop good study habits
that will transfer later to good career choices', it is important
that those habits be reinforced in school. For example,'
teachers should encourage students to explain assignments' and
ask students to restate written and oral directions in their own
words.

There should be schoorwide agreements on the purpose of
homework, the amount expected, and the consequences Of not
completing the homework on time. Parents should b'e
informed of these agreements and how they can help make
them work.

What to look tor:

a. Is most of thc homcwork related to contcnt bcing
learned in thc classioom and designcd to rcinforcc
thc skills and conccpts taught thcrc?

b. Is homcwOrk an integral part of thc
teaching-learning process? For example, is it assigncd
in such a way that allows students to discuss and
rcspond to What is cxpcctcd, rather than as a
"parting shot" as studcnts leave class?

c. Do students undcrstand thc homcwork assignment?

d. Does every studcnt have a tcxtbook which can bc
used at home?

Homework assignments should
be designed carefully io relate
to in-classjessons and to
reinforce cjOncepts and solving
skills.
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Computer literacy includes
knowledge of a computer

language, mastery of computer
programming kills, and the

ability to understand and
organize computer data.
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e, Do students complete homework problems, as
assigned, and discuss them when necessary?

f. Ari parents ,provided with suggestions and guidelines
on How to superOse and assist their children with
homework?

'Are there well-known and uniformly applied conse-
quences for not completing hOmework on time?

h. Are parents contacted when students fail to complete
' homework.assignments on time?

I. Is there schoolwide agreement on the quantity of
homework assigned?

g.

Calculators and Computers offer a rich source for
mathematics learning experiences. When these tools are used
creatively and in a timely fashion, they ,can enhance students'
appreciation for mathematics as a process while facilitating the
accomplishment of a variety of learning objectives,

Teachers in the school's mathematics program should be
responsive td-the fact that the use of calculators and computer
literacy will increasingly become a condition for employment
in both nonprofessional and professional jobs. Computer
literacy includes knowledge ofa computer language, mastery
of computer programming skills, and the ability to understand
and organize computer data.

Use of Calculators and Computers
Great care must be taken to ensure that calculators and

computers are employed to supplement and motivate student
learning. In a high quality mathematics' program, their purpose
and need will be thoroughly discysSed and agreed upon before
substantial purchases of hardware and software are made.
Their use should be based 'on clear educational goals rather
than on an assignment of repetitive problems to "punch" into
a calculator or of nonproductive "playtime" on a computer.
Calculators:and computers may be used effectively for
reinforcement activities if the teacher plans the activities to
generate interest and curiosity. For example, students may
learn about order of operations from the problem of
multiplying (18075 + 35792) by 2. The answer to the problem
on a calculator, 107734, when turned upside down, is
"HELLO!" This type of exercise can motivate students to
work on a wide range of mathematical skills and to make up
problems of their own.

It is imperative that the use of calculators and computers
not supplant (he learning of the essential computing skills.
Neither calculators nor computers are substitutes for recall and
understanding of the 'operations and processes they are
designed to perforin.

In addition, the instructional materials (software) selected
for the mathematics program should provide opportunities for



ca lculators and computers to be used as an integral part of
mathematics instruction. Other specific uses for calculators and
computers in the classroom may be found on pages 75-83 of
the Mthhe,matics Framework and the 1980 Addendum for
California Public Schools. In a high quality mathematics
program, calculators and computers are used for:

. Reinforcing computing skills
Providing imr9ediate feedback on mathematical processes
Checking the/accuracy of answers and locating errors
Discovering concepts an'd relationships
Providing enrichment opportunities
Applying problem-solving skills

What to look for:
a. Arc calculators and computers and accompanying .,

software selected and -purchased on the basis of their
potential for enhancing the Objectives of the
mathermitics instructional program?

b. Are there established criteria for textbook and media
selection, that refer to the use of calculators and
computers at all levels?

c. Does the program provide opportunities for students
to usecalculatoN and computers in all mathematics-,
skill areas? ror example:,
(I) Motivation
(2) Enrichment
(3) Problem solving
(4) Student assessment
(3). Drill and practice
(6) Application
(7) Reinforcement and review
(8) Development of new concepts

'tt Do students deinonstrate their knowledge of the
usefulness of calculators and:computer.s by using
thern in practical ways; e.g., checking the accuracy
of previously completed computations, working on
the data from newspapers, and checking bills from
utility companies?

.e. Are direct learning activities on calculators and
computers, such as programming, student
assessment, and problem solving, given more
emphask than games and playtime?

f. Is there a well-designed curriculum that leads.to
computer programming at the upper grade levels?

Do the advanced mathematics courses offer students
the opportunity to develop program ming abilities?

h. Are the uses of computers.in society presented by
community persons with technical knowledge?
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Skills Required by the New Technology
With ineretsed use of calculators and computers, it is

essential that estimation and mental arithmetic be established
asiiijh priority skills that students need to build regularly and
consistently. For example, most calculators do not supply a`
printout of what was entered; therefore, it is most important
for the user to have a 'sense for the approximate size of the
answer: Thus, it is just as important for students to learn to
estimate how big an 'answer should be as it is to learn to use
the calculator to get the answer.

To use calculators and computers effectively, students must
learn to use mathematical symbols precisely, and they must
learn, that a direct relationship exists between mathematical
thought processes and electronic processes. For example,
students who d,o not use parentheses properly are made keenly
aware of the need for such precision when they discover that
punctuation 'affects what the calculator or computer will, do.
In fact, if the users do not follow the required steps or
misspell words, the device simply refuses to respond. Such
inaction can be very effective at improving the students' desire
to be precise.

What to look for:

a. Does each student have opportunities for developIng
a sense of the approximate sin Of answers?

b. Are students given experiences that enablc them to
see what calculators and computers will dr' will not
do if proper operations are not observed?_ _ .

C. In courses or units dealing with calculators and
computers, do the teachers stress uses, capabilities,
limitations, 'misconceptions, misuses, and dangers of
the equipment?
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Support for Implementation
of a Quality Mathematics
Program

ov
In parts II and III of this handbook, the emphasis has been

on the actions in the classmom the part of the mathematics
program that serves the students directly. This part describes
the support system needed to enhance that service. However,
in the development of a support system for any ibstructional
area, there are common considerations, and in this handbook,
the precepts that Seem to be most needed in mathematics
instruction 'will be presented and illustrated with mathematics-
related examples. Mutual respect and support among
teachers, administrator,s, parents, and community form
the foundation of an effective mathematics program. For
example, as students learn that mathematics skills arc
necessary to everyday life, they should see that this skill
development is expected and supported at home, in the
community, and in all areas of the school program.

An assessment of the support for learning in a school's
Inathernatics program should include careful cobsideration of
the following elements:

77w s'ehool climate. It is important that administrators,
teachers, parents, community members, and students work
together as a team to coordinate resources and to
improve continually the quality of the mathematics
program.'
Staff development. Each school site should have, and
have maintained, an ongoing process in which instruction
is imriroved through creative and stimulating teacher
training experiences.

I he ehmate of a success-oriented mathematics classroom is
enhanced by the involvement of the many resources available
to a school, including faculty, parents, district and schbol
administrators, local businesses, local institutions of higher
learning, and professional organiiations. What happens in the
mathematics classroom k not independent of either what is
happening in the school or in the students' homes.

4 3

Administrators, teachers,
parents, community members,
and students must wor:k
together as a team to coordinate
resources and 10 improve
continually the quality (if the
mathematics program.
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'The Climate of Achievement at the School Site
At the school site, the cooperation of the teaching staff and

administration is absolutely essential in creating a high quality
- .

Iprogram, In mathematics cooperation is particularly mportant
for: articulation among grade levels; attention to productive
learning time; establishment and maintenance of classroom
control; provision of sufficient and appropriate instructional
materials; assurance of ongoing contact with parents; and
maintenance of communication with various community
resources.

Regular meetings between the administrators and all or part
of the faculty are important for discussing special problems
related to the teaching of mathematics. One of the issues the
faculty and administration should address together is the
establishment and maintenance of schoolwide standards for
attendance, punctuality, classroom behavior, and academic
work. Procedures to enSure uniform, just enforcement of
standards should be regularly and systematically applied,

Planners of an effective school program will also see that
teachqrs are enthusiastic and interested in each others' teaching
experiences, The entire school staff will reflect an attitude that
academic achievement is the primary purpose of the school
and that students have the right to learn in an atmosphere
where they are respected aS people.

The sctlool counselor is an important member of the school
site team, eSpecially at the junior and senior high school
levels Counselors, for example, can assist parents and students
in making the bcst possible choices of classes; however, to do
that type of counseling, they should be knowledgeable id these
areas: (I) the content of the mathematics program; (2) career
and academic opportunities; (3) the needs, interests, and
talents of the students; and (4) the mathematics that is needed
for various career choices.

The need for counselors and teachers to be knowledgeable
about the mathematics requirements for college-bound students
is underscores by the vast number of students who are
entering colleges and universities without the three years of
high school mathematics that is necessary for the study of .

calculus, a course that is required for over 75 percent of all
college majors.

Teachers and counselors should alSo encourage women and
under-represented minorities to pursue more mathematics
courses in high school, The EQUALS Project at Lawrence
Hall of Science, Berkeley, has dramatically called attention to
the way these groups have effectively shut themselves out from
careers that require mathematics preparation, The correct
information on the mathematics needed for careers is available
through the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and
the Mathematical Association of America, Counselors and
teachers of mathematics should also seek feedback from
graduates regarding career and college preparatory
information.

4



What to look for:

a. Does a committee composed of school adminis-
trators, faculty, parents, students, and Community
members meet regularly to monitor and assess thc
mathcmatics program?

b. Arc thcrc schoolwidc standards for punctuality,
attendance, classroom behavior, and acadcmic work?

e. Is therc cvidcnce.that administrators sct asidc time
to maintain regular communication with thc tcachcrs
rcgarding instructional necds, availablc scrviccs, and
support?

d. Do thc aides and volunteers havc a cicar undcr-
standing of the mathcmatics program and thcir
roles in supporting it?

c. noes the mathematics program rcccivc an equitable
share of the school budget?

counsek)rs and mathematics tcachers havc
eurrcnt information about carccr options and
unRersity rcquirements related to the level 01
Mathematics takcn, and are studcnts given that
information?

g. Do counselors and mathematies teachers seck
information from former graduates about how the
school's mathcmatics program met their needs'?

In an effective mathematics
program, contact with parents
occurs regularly, rather than
just when difficulties arise.

Parent and Community Involvement
In an effcctive mathematics program, contact with parents

occurs regularly, rather than just when difficulties arise.
Icachers must rcmember that thcir studcnts do not necd, to bc
totally succcssful in mathcmatics before positive comments'are
sent homc. For-examplc, tcachcrs should use progrcss rcports
to givc parcnts good news ahout thcir childrcn or simply to
send some gencral information homc that will clicit rnorc
support or praisc for thc students' mathematical progress. At
thc sccondary levcl, tcachcrs may give studcnts writtcn
information on carccrs that rcquirc a ,knowledgc of mathe-
matics and cncouragc them to sharc and discuss that
information with their parcnts. At all gradc lcvcls, parcnt-
teachcr evcnts arc an important part of building a
support systcm that rcinforccs thc concept of thc school as a
positivc Icarning cnvironmcnt in which students arc providcd
with skilk thcy nccd.

Thc rcsources that can be uscd for instructiona4 support arc
thversc and numcrous. In an effcctivc mathcmatics program,
teachers usc resourccs that cnablc Students to scc the
rclationship of what thcy arc Icarning to thcir prcsent and
future lives. Por instance, many parents have mathematics-

0,
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related jobs or hobbies and are willing to share their
mathematical expertise with their children's classes. Local

' businesses and institutions of higher learning can be another
source of guest speakers or career informationr,Often they arc
also willing to provide materials that can be used for
mathematics projects or group presentations. In Adition,
work-learn opportunities for the students in the community
often motivate the students to learn mathematical concepts, as
they see firsthand how knowledge of mathematics is applicable
to career situations.

What to look for:

a. Do teachers make phone contacts with the parents
of their students early in the school ycar and
whenever, encouragement of the students' progress at
home is necessary?

b. Da
0

jeachers maintain contact with parents through /
'progress reports, career information, and suggestions
for support of the students' progress in mathematics?

c. Does communication to.the parents concerning the
programinclude a Mechanism'for.responding to the
school?

d. Arc meetings involving parents and adthinistrators,
support staff, teachers, and district office liaison
personnel held during the year?

e.rAre parehts and students made aware of course
offerings, major objectives of the mathematics
program', and relationships of courses to career and
university requirements?

f. Arc meetings scheduled at convenient, times for
parents and business representatives to discuss job
opportunities, job requisites, and career options?

g. Is someone on' thc staff designated to establish
contact with businesses in the community?

h. Does the staff-community liaison person makc thc
staff-aware of work opportunities available for
studenft in the comniunity?

1. Is recognition given to businesses and agencies that,
ai-c involved in thc school's work experience
program?

j. Do students have access to the following community
resources so thcy can sec how mathematics is used
in real life situations?
(I) University personnel
(2) Research and laboratory personnel
(3) Business and industry staff
(4) Paraprofessionals and volunteers
(5) Other faculty members

g)



k. Is the classroom expanded to include the
community, when appropriate. so that concepts
learned in mathematics classes can be-applied to real
objects and real situations;:e.g,,- local businesses- and
industries, parks, banking institutions, newspapers,
cnvirbnmental and recycling centem?,._

- I. Do students have class projects that require them to
interview people who use mathematics in thcir
careers, such as plumbers, electricians, accountants,'
computer programmers, and so forth?

Coordination at the District Level
An essential support element in a high quality mathematics

program is the effective communication among feeder schools
elementary or junior -high) and receiving schoOls (i.e.,

junior, or senior high schools or colleges). Mathematics
teachers, representing different grade levels, should meet
regularly to discuss programs, student needs, and strategics for
improving continuity throughout:the program, kindergarten`
through grade twelve.

Ako, the mathematics representatives of the schools sh.ould
participate,in the design of the district's course of study,
proficiency :requirements, ,and . other district-level curriculum
requirement.s relmed to mathematics. Finally,-the district office

-1shoulci ensUre adequate funding for instructional materials and
release-tin-A: for staff:to participate in districtwide 'meetings,
staff developMent programs, development of materiak, and

.other instructional support, functions. For some activities, the
office of the county superintendent of schools and the State
Department of Education can provide valuable assistance and
should be consulted. by the 'district staff.

Another important responsibility of the district ad mink-
. tration is support of staff deVelopment programs at the .

district and school site levels. This responsibility is discussed
in greater detail on page 47.

What to look for:

Does a schedule exist for a district or county
mathcrnatic liaison person to mcct with thc
mathernia4cs committees from each school on a
regular Kisis?

b. Is there evidence of district-level and county-level
support of efforts to improve thc.,ichool's
mathematics program, e g.. development of needs
assessments, assistance with program evaluation,
%election or instructional materials, and a.ssistance
with staff development activities?

"I am convinced that it is of
primordial importance to learn,
more every year than the year
before. After all, what is
education but a proceis by
which an able person begins to
learn how to learn?"
Hum MAR MI, Ph THI I i1flJ
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c, Does a districtwide committee of representatives
from each school meet on a regular basis to design,
monitor, and .assess the district's mathematics
program; e,g,; thNetsign. of district mathematics
courses of study, ilia hematics proficiency
requirements, and other district-lcvel curriculum
requirements?,

d. Does the district provide release timre for faculty to
meet with teachers in other school programs or''
with teachers at different.gradc levels?

e. Is a published summary of mathematics infor-
mation, including services and resources,.,sent
from -the district office to all staff on a regular
bask?

1. Has the school designated a staff member who will
receive informatibn from the district, county offices,
and other sources on a regular basis and dissemi-
nate it to the rest of the,.staff?

g. Are new materials put on display in a prominent
place,*such as the staff lounge?

h. Does the dktrict, office provide funding support, for
imtructional materials and release time for staff to
participate in districtwide meetings, staff devd-
opment programs, development Of materials,
and other instructional support functions?

t.- Doe's the district, off ice provide information to
sch-ools about funding sourcts available to support
the mathematics program?

j. Do district support staff persons, such as.hbrarians,
eoun4lors, and consultants, provide ttme in thetr
schedules to work with staff members in imple-
menting their mathematics program?.

k. Is a liaison person assigned the responsibility of
linking resources from universities and colkges with
school sites through such programs as field study
and graduate degree courses?
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I Is a liaison persors assigned the responsibility of
facilitating the communication between secondary
st:,himl teachers, elementary school teachers, and
college and university,. personnel?

Is a stql member responsible for.ensuring that
categorical support services are coordinated with the
regular program?

Does the district office have available support
mechanisms for assisting schools with program
improvement, e,g , use of computer facilities for
tabulating questionnaires on program evaluation
and needs; consultation or assistance in proposal
writing for federal, ytate, or private agency. funding?

o Is assistance from offices of county superintendents
of schools and the State Department of Fducatioh
solicited and used when available?'

Is an individual who is well versed in computer
technology available to the school as a resource')

r-

An effective mathematics program grows and changes in
response to the growth, and changes in UScc of mathematics,
cducationannovations, and on faculty and student needs It is

well known tlat the number of careers requiring higher levels
of mathematic.s is increasing. Not so well known 'is thc
shortage of qualified teachers of mathematics entering thc
teaching 'profession and the related nccd to retrain and
recertify teachers in nonmathcmatics subjects to fill the void.
Staff development is the most important activity in the
support program for keeping pace with these changes In a
quality mathematics program, the entire school tcam is
committed to work cooperatively to maintain excellence in the
exostong program whole seeking ways to improve the quality of
that program

Criteria for Good Training
Effective staff development is the ongoing process that

provides (or the continuous growth and development of all the

I
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program,
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profe§sionals who are directly involved with the echication of
the students in that school or district, and staff development
provides for the growth and interaction of the staff:as a unit
in a specified effort. It includes a wide variety of activities for
the staff; for example, observations of exemplary programs,
,workshops; institutes, forums, and conferences.

Staff .development programs that seek to improve instruction
through teacher training must include presentation. of relevant
theory, demonstrations of desired behaviors, opportunities for
practice with feedback, coached ariplications of what is

'learned, and frequent occasions for teacher discussions and
dialogues. When teachers are able to learn from each other's
insights and experiences, their skills are strengthened.

Research has shown that the most successful training
program§ are conducted during regular working hours or at
other times When the trainees are likely to be'fresh and
enthusiastic about karning. The least successful programs are
those conducted immediately after the regular :working_ day
when the trainees are likely to be tired and unenthusiastic
about 6eing trained. Staff development programs that include
follow-up activities are more effective than ,"one-shot"
preseritations.

25. Is the stqff given opportunities to develop
new skills, practice new tehhniques, and
discuss critical issues?

What to look for:

a. Do staff dev-elopment activities, as well as district
curriculum meetings, provide time for discussions
concerning curriculum?

b. Do the teachers have/'opportunities for extending \
their knowledge of mathematics; e.g., properties of
number systems, the metric system of units,
computer programming, mathematical proofs, and
sill?. applications of number theory?

c. Are there regular opportunities for planning staff
development activities based on group aT1 individual
student needs?

d. Do teachers receive training in the use of new
mathematics instructional materials adopted by the
school or district?

A
e. Do teachers in subject areas other than mathematics

have opportunities to learn ways to reinforce
mathematical skills in their courses?

f. Do mathematics teachers have opportunities to
develop teaching skills for the nonmathematical
learning needs of their students?

g.' Do teachers have opportunities for improving their
teaching skills through a variety of programs; e.g.,

44 teacher exchanges, conferences for teachers of



mathematics, and workshops for practicing teaching
techniques?

h. Is staff development respected as a high pthority
activity and offered at times appropriate to teachers'
workday?

i. Are teachers encouraged to study and discuss
articles, books, or documents which present theories
or issues relevant to mathematics instruction?

Are staff development activities continued to ensure
implementation in the classroom?

k. Do follow-up activities of training programs provide
opportunities to practice the prescribed-teaching
behaviors and to be coached when necessary?

J.

The Importance of Assessment and Support
Those responsible for planning and implementing effective

,staff development programs must relate student heeds and
achievement to the teaching needs of- the staff. Teachers must
be consulted regarding their professional training needs and
their students' learning difficulties. For the plan to be .
successful, high levels of staff participation also are necessary.
The planning and coordination .of staff development activities
should be the responsibility of teachers and others representing
all grours in the chool community. The staff development
planning should be correlated 'closely with- the mathematics
program planning group; for example, if calculators and
computers are to be used in the mathematics program,
classroom teachers at all levels .will need to acquire additional
skills. And the school plan should provide opportunities for
teachers not only to acquire the new skills but also to increase
their knowledge of the wide variety of uses for calculators and
computers.

In addition, the staff development plan should be based on
information about how the school's mathethatics program has
met the needs of the students who have completpd the
program. This information can be collected for an elementary
level mathematics program through infOrmal interviews or
short questionnaires given to parents of former students and
surveys of performance at receiving schools. At thq secondary
level, information can be gleaned from graduates two, four,
and six years after graduation. The information from parents
or graduates should be compiled and combined with other
relevant information to design and generate interest in staff
development programs.

The information gathered, on the needs of the faculty and
students provides a solid foundation on which a school's staff
development committee can build a prq Aram. The activities,
resources to be used, scheduling of topics, guest speakers,
frequency of- aCtivities, and so forth should be well planned by
the school staff develqpment committee and should include
continuous reassessment and feedback otitained from
participants, administrators, and others involved.

1)

"Dear fellow teacher, do not
accept any authority except your
own well-digested experience
and your own well-considered
judgment. Try to see clearly
what the advice means in your
particular situation, try the
advice in your classes, and judge
after a fair trial." ,

PROS/ MATHEMATICAL DISCOVERY
BY GEORG V POI, Y4
(0 1981. by John 4 ilry h Song, Inc!
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Staff development is a learning
process for individuals that have

different needs in different
schools at different times.

It is important that district administrators, recognize the
importance of staff development and support the efforts of
school personnel to learn new skills. It is also important that
staff development programs throughput the district be flexible
in content and format.'District support should be available in
the form of funding for staff training, release time for teacher
participation, and assistance ib making needs assessments and
designing training programs. District staff can be particularly
helpful in arranging for the use of local resource people,
universities, and regional service centers. It is important to
remember, however, that there is no single best district staff
development program, because staff development is a learning
process for individuals that have different needs in ,different
schools at'different times.

1

What to look, for:

a. Does the district.and school have an established
process'for continual assessment of teacher and
student needs for constructing a staff development
pcogram?

b. Are students who have completed a schoors
mathematics program interviewed two years or
more artier completing the program?

c. Has the school designated a Staff member who is'
responsible for staff development planning?

cf. Is the school's staff development planning based on
support personnel, such as parents., aides,
counselors,, and volunteers?

e. Are there grade-level and cross-grade-level, meetings
of teachersto determine staff development program
goals and activities?

f. Does the administrative staff participate in school
staff development programs?

Does a strategy exist for needs assessment to
rirccede the selection of specifie-staff development
activities?

g.

C
O



h. Are teachers in subject aieas other than mathe-
matics encouraged to become knowledgeable about
iptegrating mathematics in other curriculum areas?

i. Are teachers familiar with professional journals,
newsletters, and research bulletins?

j. Does one component of the staff development plan
.relate to providing staff with knowledge about the
appropriate use of available instructional materials?

k. Are district staf
to be Tesponsive
individuals on t

traini
to the
e ,sta fro

programs flexible enough
eeds and concerns of

I. Do teachers e access ,to sIaff development
offerinAs in co uter science and the educational
uses of calculators?

m. Areperiodicals related to instrUction in the use of
computers and calculators readily available to the
staff?

Maintenance of Coals
Good staff development programs provide for the

continuous monitoring of skills learned or goals me,t, and the
regular staff meeting is ap effective starting point for stich a
maintenance system. Part of each agenda should be devoted to
the 'reinforcement of teaching skills and the promotion of
mutual' support. It is also important to review commitments to
Trogram goals and plans for future training. Such discussions
and exercises provide for the development of a support system
so that participants will feel they have access to professional
help when specific teaching problem's arise.

Teachers in subject areas
other than mathematics are
encouraged to become knowl-
e4eab1e about integrating
mathematics in other curricu-
lum areas.

TEN COMMANUMPXFS FOR TEACIIERS

When the committee that develOPed this handbook met with
GeOrge Polya, the distinguishedy mathematician, one member
asked him what 'teachers of mathematics shout(' be told about
problem solving. 'He suggested they be given his "Ten
Commandments for Teachers'':

Be interested in your-subject.
2. Know your.subject.
3. Know about the ways of learning: The best way to learn

anything is to discover it"by yourself..
'1. Try ,to read the faces of your students; try to see their ,

expectations and difficulties, put yourself in their place.
5, Give them not only information, hut "know,-how,." attitudes of

mind, the habit cif methodical work.
6. Lei them learn guessing.
7. Let them learn proving,

.

8. Look out kir such features.of the problem at hand as may be
useful in solving the problems to cometry to disclose the
general pattern that lies behind the present concrete siloation.
Do riot give away your whole secret at oncelet the stulerits
guess before you tell it, -let them find out by themselves as
much as is feasible.

10. Suggest it, do not force it down their throats.
HMV MATHEMATICAL IHS4 MERV. /11 GEORGE PM 1.1. OHL BY JOHN 1111.1 ) .,O\'. IV'.
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Ongoing evaluation of programs is important ibr the
maintenance of skills and the planning of further staff
development. The schoors staff development council should
review the school's mathematics programs annually for the
achievement of student learning objectives; continuity from one
prerequisite co)ose to another; relationship'to new
mathernaticarapplications; and appropriateness of instructional
materials used.

What to look tor:

a. Does the staff development plan include an
evaluation compbnent that has been developed in
cooperation with the school's staff deYelopment
planning committee?

b. Does the staff development evaluation focus on
improvement oftaff skills and student achievement?

c. Are the activities of teacher centers and mathematics
organizations announced as a regular part of the _

staff meeting agenda?

d. Are publications of professional organizations
ayailable at the school site; e.g., the California
Mathematics Council, the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, and their regional affiliate
organizations?

e. Has a procedure been es tablished for the routing
and posting of materials and information related-to
local, regional, and statewide staff development
training programs?

f. Does the staff development planning make use of
community resources when appropriate?

Is there a district office person who is responsible
for staff development and who meets_regularly with
representatives from administrative and instructional
school staffs to ascertain common areas Of need?

h. Is there an established system of communication
,(e.g., newsletters, meetings) between the central office
and all schools regarding indiVidual staff
development programs?

i. Does the district office identify and summarize
information available outside the district about
resources that support staff development programs?

g.



Planning for the Improvement
of the Mathematics Program

Overview
1

In describing the dements of an effective and exeMplary
-mathematics program, the writers of this handbook have
focused on what students learn, how they learn, and what
support is needed for that learning to take place. Stich
program must be based on careful planning in which teachers,
adminktratorS, parents, and students reach agreement on what
is expected of students and what the school's program should
be in order to meet the students' expectations. It is essential
that planning be an all-school activity that takes place
continuously throughout the year, rather than an isolated
event Occurring haphaArdly or without direction.-

Planning for; change depends on recognizing needs, and need
is determined by examining the difference between the existing
program of instruction and the desired program: The following
checklist of essential program elements will facilitate an
assessment of the mathematics program at any school and will
help determine how effectively the elements described
.throughout this handbook arc being implemented in that
sehook program. Frequent referral to the examples and
explanations given in parts II, III, and IV of the handbook
should be helpful in making these determinations.

In its present form, the checklist provides for an individual
or a group to evaluate the level of effectiveness of, each,
program element, and this calls for a subjecthe judgment to
be made; but the four columns in the checklist may be
changed to describe the level of implementation of each
program element a more objective judgment,

Once a program has been assessed, priorities should be
established for planning the necessary improvements. .Planners
may.' lind it useful to consider the reasons why particular
essential elements or clusters of dements are. not "very
effective" or . not "fully implemented.", Jhe setting of priorities
should take into account the reasons, such as the following:

I. Ihe elem,ent will be implemented later as ilart of a
long-range plan..

2. Much assistance in planning is needed before
implementation takes place.
Funds arc needed for implementation.

"The most beautiful thing' we can
experience is the mys terious. It is
the source of all truf, art and
seienre."
Hum-tin() 1 IIFI II t" 1I U Mk!. tOsi



4, More agreement is needed among the planners.
5. The element was never considered essential to the

program.

Before starting to mark this checklist, the users should note
well that in some school programs, there may be essential
elements that supersede those listed here; such elements
deserve the same level of attention and care as those listed.
Also, it should be noted that this checklist is not intended as
a teacher evaluation instrument. Lastly, the proper use of this
checklist requires careful reading of all the preceding text, not
merely a scanning of iso,lated sections here and there.

WORKING FROM' INSIDE, WORKUSG FROM OUTSIDE

Establishing contacts between the proposed problem and his
previous experience is certainly an e4sentia,1 part of the problem
solver's performance..He can try to discover such contacts "from
inside" or "from'outside.7 Ilemay remain within the problem,
examining its elements till he finds one thatis capable of attracting
some usable element from outside, that is, from his previously
acquired knowledge. Or he may go Outside the .problem', examining
his previously acquired knowledge until he, finds some element
applicable to his problem. Working frominside, the problem solver
scans his problem, its component parts, its aspects, Working from
outside, he surveys his existing knowledge, and ransacks the provinces
of. knowledge that are most. likely to he applicable to the present
problem. The two parts of Fig, 11,2 attempt to give visual expression

'to "inside" and "outside" work.

Fig. 11.2, VI orking from insiftr, %orking from oolsidelo pirree the. rhombi.
?Rmi ilk !HI 16;1# ki kfl II I Mo./ Poll 1 MI n1 Join 11 A ',in, ni ,1 IJ hi

in, lilt N1111,111 ft
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Checklist for Assessing the Quality
of a School's Mathematics Program

The Content of the Mathematics Program
(What Students Learn)

The Language of Mathematics (See page 6 in the text.)

The mathematics program provides the.following:

1. Students use mathethatical terminology fluently.
a. The correct mathematical terms and symbols are used

consistently in the classroom.

b. StUdents are provided a variety or experiendts for
learning mathematical terms and symbols.

2. Students can communicate in mathematics;
a. Students can use appropriate terms and symbols to

communicate what thcy have learned in mathematics.

b. Students have opportunities to draw logical conclusions
and prove conjectures.

c. Students have opportunities to give class reports on
independent study projects.

A Comprehensive Mathematics CurricUlum (See page 8 in the text.)

The mathematics program provides the,following:

3. Ihe mathematics program covers the breadth o
required mathematical skills.
a. By thc end of thc cighth gradc every student has had

opportunities to learn all thc essential skills .and concepts
needed for high school inathematics.

b Hy the end of thc twelfth grade, every student has, had
Opportunities to learn all thc essential mathematical skills
and concepts nccdcd for his or hcr college/ preparation
and consumer needs.
Students have ample opportunities in each arca of their
studies to acquire the skills needed to meet minimum
requirements for graduation,

Some .
what l'ery

Ineffec- effec- tffec- effec-
tive Ihe aye
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A Comprehensive Mathematics Curriculum Continued

The matlwmatics program provides the following:

4. The mathematics program has depth.
a. Students can relate newly learned skills and concepts to'

those learned previously.
b. l,carning tasks arc provided to build an understanding of

mathematics well beyond the level of simply It'nowing the
"facts."

e. Students learn to apply their knowledge of mathematics
to problems in the other subject areas.

5. A high priority k given to mathematics instruction
both in the school-level plan and- in practice.
a. "lhe mathematics program is reviewed and planned

through mutual agreement on objectives and priorities by
representatives from the entire school community.

b. 'file mathematics program supports objectives and
priorities in other subject areas and other school plans.

e, Mathematics, instruction at the same grade level or in the .

same courses provides comparable learning experiences

and skill development.

6. Remedial instruction is available throughout the
mathematics program.
a. At an lcsels of mathematics instruction, students have

opportunities for remedattion .and assistance On an
indisidual basis. -

h 1 he remediation 'activItics improve attitudes toward
learning mathematics and avoid repeating previous
learning difficulties.

7. Adequate courses and information arc available for
those students preparing to go to college.
a Information about thc college and career mathematics

requirements for thc fields studentS intend to enter is
available to thc students and parents.

b College preparatory students have good Opportunities for
studying trigonometry and other advanced matherxies
courses needed for college.
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or ti.
Skills in. Computing (See page 16 in the text.)

Thc mathematics, program provides the following:

8.. Computing skills are taught through interesting and
challenging activities.
a. At the elementary level students learn to compute with

whole numbers, Common fractions, and decimals by first
understanding the underlyin _concepts.it

..
,,

b. Students- at all levels pract ce the contputing skilk they
hac acquired with a daily program of 'interesting ,'

reinforcement activities.

c. Students develop an understanding of the practical uses
of computing skills in solving real life problems.

9. Students learn to estimate and to check their answers.
a. Stkidents arc encouraged in a variety of ways to compute

without using pencil and paper or other visual references.

h At all ley els of mathematics- instruction, students learn
many simple and convenient strategics for checking the
reasonableness of' their answers.

Problem-Sohing Skills in Mathematics (See page IS in the- text.)

The mathematics program provides the following:

10. Ihe skills of formulating and analyiing problems and
finding and interpreting solutions are emphasiied.

Students learn to fornsulate and state problems from
situations that involve superfluous or vague information
and that do not follow simply from examples given in the
book Or in the class,

h Students learn a variety of strategies .for analyiing
rimthernatical prOblems and representing them in
mathematical terms,

c Students develop the sk ilk for applying the mathematical
pimples and processes needed to find the solutions to
problems

d Students havc opportunities f or discussing the solutions
they have found in terms of thc merits of different .
approaches and possible extensions to othcr problems.

Some-
what Very

Inciter- diet-- eilec-
tier dee dee dye
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The Methods of Teaching Mathematics
(How Students Learn)

Learning Styles and Teaching Strategies (See page 21 in the text.)

The mothetnatks progrant proVides the following:

Teachers provide .for dif(erences in students' learning
styles..
a: Students are given opportunities for learning in a wide

ariety of instructional styks, groupings, and methods.
b Students arc encouraged and taught to use resources

outside their classrooms for extending their knowledge of
mathematics.

12. Many assessment techriiques are used in designing the
mathematics instruction.

Valid assessmc,nt procedures are used for placing .students
in the mmhernatics courses or providing kvels of
instruction that are appropriate to their md ividual abilities
and limitations

h Students are assessed regularly by means of a wide
Yariety ffi assessment tools that allow for different
learning styles nd language abilities.

Instructmn is continuously moderated by on-the-spot
assessments of the students' levels of interest, depths of
comprehens on, and patterns of errors.

13. i he progress of every student is assessed and recorded.
a ( reful records are kept on each student's progress

toward learning the prescribed mathematical skilk and
concepts

h Progress records arc up to date and readily available to
the student and his or her parents and counselor,

ach student is kept informed of his or her progros tnd
can explain w hat the records mean

14. Manipulative materials arc used to reinforce the
learning of concepts.

f he instructional presentations and matenak arc designed
to lead the students carefully from thc famihar to the
unknown

h Ma mpulatiy e and other isual instructMnal materials are
used to help studenk deselop a solid understanding of
the concepts
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Learning Styles and Teaching StrategiesContinued

15. Students are grouped in a variety of ways to reinforce
learning.

a, The grouping of students for instruction is designed to
provide thc bcst learning opportunity for cach student.

b. Students have frequent opportunhics for increasing their
understanding of skills and concepts through sharing
viewpoints and ideas with othcr students.

The Effect of Attitudes on Achievement (See page 29 in the text.)

The mathematics program provides for the following:

16. 'leachers use high expectations to motivate students to
learn.

a, I he teacher provides a creditable model for the level of
performance expected of students through hk or her own
behavior as a professronal person.

ft Fvery student, regardless of ability level, k challenged
equally with meaningful problems/and stimulating
questions.

leachers derTiOntrate high expectations for every student.

17. Students 'arc stimulated to learn through attainable
challenges and justified praise.

essons are presented in such a way that every student is
involved in a learning activity that :relates to thc lesson
objective and that provides a reasonable Opportunity for
success. i /

h. Students unders'tand the purpose of each karning,task
C7) and are fully aware ,of the amount of progress they 'have

made toward the objective.

c I he teaeher uses a variety of resources and people to
stimulate a high level ot interest and motoatiop.

d Students consistently receive positive reinforcement for
commendable work, oral or written, and they arc
sensitivelv corrected when their work is not satolfactory

18. A substantial amount of time is allocated daily for
studying mathematics.

A specified time is allotted for the daily study of
mathematics at thc elementary school level, and
mathernaucs classes rnect thc allotted number of days per
year at the secondary school level, as detcrtnind by
schoolvvide agreement

*

Some-
what Very
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The Effect of Attitudes on Achievement Continued

h, Routine classroom procedures are effiCientoand
unexpected interruptions are handled with minimal
disruption.

c, All students are drawn into learning or ,thinking alxkut
mathematics during class discussions..

d. Good study habits are utilized. when students are assigned'
classroom activities.

14. Home siudy is empha$iied in the mathematics
program.
a. Ithrnework asignments in mathematics extend or

reinforce the learning in class and are designed to meet
the learning needs of the students on,san.. individual basis,

h. Mathematrcs homework assignments conform to a
schoolwide policti that is understood by students, paren-ts:
and teachers,

c, Mathematics .hometork is assigned in a way that creates
a high lesel of interest and asoids the appearance' of
.sersing as a punishment for not completing the work in
class

/lb

Calculators and ComputerA (Ste page 36 in the text,)

The malhemalicr program provider ehi following:

20. Calculators and computers are used in a variety of'
was s to stimidate and reinf orce learning,
a (." alculators 'and computers are used in the classroom to

achieve mathematical learning obrectises, including
computing skills

h ishrough soled and creause learning activities, students
understand the important role of calculators and
computers in solsing problems and in preparing for
careers

.21. Students learn to estimate answers and to be p.reeisc
wtth the operations on calculators and compuitts

Students are pros ided well-planned instruction In the ,

skills demanded tor the effeetise operation of calculators
and computers

h frfStructional materials for calculators and computers are
selected on the basis of established learning obpctivcs
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Support for Implementation of a Quality
Mattieinatics Piogram

--

The School Climate (ee page 39 in the text,)

The mathematicc program provides' the following:,

22.

23.

here is a climate of achieve productivity at
the school sjte.

the mathematics program needs are Qvievved regularl hs
a local planning committee composed ot representatiscs
from all parts ol the school community.

h Main sources of inforinatwn about mathematical shills
ncedert outside the school are used in assessing the
dick liNeness of the mat hellidlIcs program.

Parents and community .memhers have many
opportunities to become inVok cd in the sChool
mathematics progra m.

a I utes of communication ate established throughout the
school ontmunitt- for finding 1.k.a.\,, to impAe the
mathematics program.

h Mans opportunUies are plot ided to help parents twit ome
informed about and he int ol.tcd in their aild's progress
in mathematics .

ocal business people and coinmunits leaders are int oked
ur planning atid implementing the school mathematrts

fri
ogr am 0

24. I he: district admituWatiiin provKles coordination for
the development and implemeatation of a rhigh quality
mathematics-program,
d Information about districricsel assistance is, readil

atailahle for planning and iriiplementing the school-leel
mathematics program

h I he district administration provides opportunities for
articulation and coordrnation of the mathematics program
among the 'schools to ensure continuity of learning
otperiences for students as they progress through the
grades

Districtdetel coordination of special programs and
lunding sources is at,ailable to ensure that each student's
mathematics program meets his or her learning needs

%amt.
what I re'',
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Staff Development (See page 45 in the text.)

The mathematics program provides the following:

25. The staff is given opportunities to develop new skills,
practice new techniques, and discuss critical issues.
a. Staff 'development activities for mathematics are Planned

by a widely representatie group- and given a high priority
in the school program.

b. Teachers of all subject areas are encouraged to extend
their knowledge of Mathematics'and to improve their
.skills in teaching mathematics.

C. Teachers of mathematics at the secondary level art
' encouraged to improve their teaching skills for the

nonmathematical learning needs of their students.

d. Staff development activities include curriculum planning ,

by 'teachers withan ; across ,grade levels and courses.

,e. Information about m. ny.types of staff development
opRortunities in mathematics iS compiled from many
sourdes; supplemented, as needed, with locally planned
activities; and made available to teachers in a timely
nia n ner.

t

Some-
what Very

Ineffec- effec- Effec- effec-
tive live live live

26. Staff development programs are built on assessments of
learning needs.
a. The planning for staff development activities is .based on

a continual and thorough assessment of the learning
needs in mathematics of students, past and present.

b. The staff development activities provide for participant
evaluation, and the tesults of such evaluation are
considered when later activities are planned.. S.

27. Many resources anSNopportunities are used ,to maintain
staff development goals.
a. Thc staff development program includes an eviluation of

its effect on teaching skills ,and student learning. 4

b, Information and publication from mathematics teachers'
organizations and other mathematics-programs are made
available to all teachers.

c. The district administration provides assistance tri planning
and implementing Staff development programs.

9
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A Sample Continuum of Mathematical
Skills and Concepts

This sam'ple continuum is based .on the mathe.matics content
sei:tiOn ofAhe "Criteria for Evaluating Instructional Materials in
Mathematics (K 8)," which was adopted by the California- State
Board of EdUcation on March 13, 1980, and appears i.n the
.VatlwMaties Framework and the 1980 Addendum .for Cah'fornia
1;ublic-.S'choo4. lt includes the mathematical skills and concepts in
seven major categories, as prescribed for California public khools,
kindergarten through grade eight, by the State Board of Education.

Ihe skills and .concepts are mit presented here as measurable
learning objectives, thereby -permitting a broad .interpretation of the
mathematical level of each skill and concept. Every'mathematies
program should i.nclude these skills and coricepts,,irrits "core" of
instruction, and, if other factors are constant, the higher the level,
the better the prograM should be.

The suggested level of treatment of these skills arid concepts is '-
indicated .by the following code:

.

.4 Introduce the topic, develop .aWareness, and ex.plore applications of the
skill concept..

8 Gain a basic underStanding or coMpetence, with the skill 'concept
demonstrated, when some clues and assistance are provided.

C Demonstcate comprehension, unaided, through consistent performance
(say, 75 percent) on tests or applications of the ,skill:concept.

Skill or concepl

- Suggested level of treatment,
bv, grade level

K-3 4-6 7-8 9-12

A. Arithmetic, Numbeis, and Operations ,

I. One-to-one correspondence, number, counting, and order C C C

2. The:nuhiber line .and the coordinate plane B B. C

3. Positive and negative numbers A B C

4. Decithal notation and computation with decimals (prior to formal
--4\4 -computation with numbers'in fraction form)

.
A B C

5. Memorization and use of bask arithmetic .facts of addition and
multiplication

.

C C

6. Addition in the development of_ the operation of subtraction B C C

7. Subtraction 'and multiplieation in devOoping the Operation of
division 4 B C C

S. F
.

quality and order relations A C C C

9. Properties of operations in.the development pf coMputation skills A ,13 8 C

10. Flementary number theory concepts A B C C
,, .. ., - .ft. Skiits-iif tImiputation.with positive intaegative numbers . A B C

-12. Selection -of the appropriate -operations for giVen situations . B C
.,

C

.0

.0

13. Mental arithmetic 73 C C C .

14, Place value in the decimal numeration system B C C C
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Skill or concept

15. ixponential and scientific notation

16. -1-he real number systein

17. Ratio, proportion, and percent

.18. Rounding off numbers and estimation skills

B. Ceometry

19, Intuitive, informal geometry, utilizing environmental model's

20. Similarity and .eongruence

21. Parallelism, perpendicularity, and skewness

22. Classification of geometric shapes

23. Use of geometric instruments ,

24. Construction of three-dimensional models ,

25. Length; circuinference, perimeter, area, valume, and angle rneagures
of simple- geometric figures ,
Imfirect measurement and the Pythagorean Formula

27. Elementary coordinate geometry

Suggested 10el of treaunent.
by grade level

K-3 44

A

II

A

A

C. Measurement

28. Measuring familiar objectives thkoughhands-on" experience

-29 Arbitrary unit, for measuring (preceding instruction in standard
units) B.

30. Standar& units as a 'uniform way of reporting measurements A

31. (nderstanding the qructure of and using the metric system of -units
(SO

37. Convenient references for metric units without computational
erinversions between the U.S. customary. units and -SI units

3. yractice with the nuMerical values of the metric. prefixes
,34. Estimating distance, area, volume, mass, and temperature in metric

units

Reading simple measuring instrument, and the approximate nature
of ineouticinent

36. Scale drawings a'nd maPS

17. I'mmulas for determining oeriineter, .area, and volume°

D. Caleuhirors and Computers

A

7-8 9-12

c.

B

8

/3

/3

C

B C

Ii

C.

38. Esiimation
39. Cakulating +, --, X,

40. Immediate feedback

.41. Vinforeemcnt of number'relationships /3

C ,

C.

42, Exploring number patterns A

41 Ntotiation and enrichment

44. Extended application problems to develop concepts that are- normally
obscured by, tedious computations A B

45. Priniding integrated curriculum opportunities A C.

46. Working knowledge -of the functions, logic, and mechanict A

47. Historical perspective /3

48. Order properties
49. Prowa M ming and flow cha rting



Skill OF concept

'Suggested lord ofrtreatrnen
by grade kvel

K-3 4-6 7-8 9-12

SO. Ekampks of use in seciety

E. Probability and Statistics .

31. Collecting, Organizing, and representing data Orjvcid.,fronti real-life
situation: ,

.52. 1 ree diagramrriing and countihg proeedures,for sample .paces

33. Permutations (arrangeMents) and combiluitiOns.(selections)
54. Making guesses about patterns or trends in data ..
5540tatistical inferences
567`,,`arious meatiures of central tendency and dispersion .

57. Elementary concepts of piobability
58. Reliability of statistical inference

F. Relations and Functions
-59. Constructing and interpreting tables, -graphs, and schedules

60. Mappings, correspondences, ordered. pairs,.and "rules" leading to the
concept oil' mathernatical relation

61. -f-he function coriceRt .arid function notation

62.. A function in mathematical applications..
61. Patterns and relationships and rorming generaliiations

G. Logical Thinking
64 Manipulatives, games, problems, and puiiles which stimulate and'

develop elementary reasoning patterns

65. Trial and error strategies
66. Applying reasonigg_p-Therns to nonmathematical situations, such as

athertising

67. Direct and inctirect reasoning patterns.
6lt . inductive and 'deductive reasoning patterns

69. Sentences Using :. and, or, not, lf,...rben, :all, and tome

A

. A

vl

A

A B

A

A

11 C.

11
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academie lenates outlined thy
ipecifie cotrt pereleieA that

"reprelent the core of the neci;ssary
skills in English and mathematics

needed br entering college.
freshmen."

Competencies in Mathematics
Expected of Students Planning to
Enroll in a College Or University

EDITOR'S NOTE: Because qf the widespread concern that students
enrolling in the colleges and universities in California are underprem ed in
English- and mathematics, the academic senates qf the -California (Wmunity
Colleges, the California State University, and the University of California
took pn cdficial position on.the matter early in-1982.- In their statement the
three senates outlined the problem and made six recommendations, which
are cited on page 15* of this handbook. Then they outlined the specific
competencies that "represent the core qf the necessary skills in English and
mathematics neededby entering college freshmen." Their recommendation's
for mathematic's follow.

MATHEMATICS

As -both thi, Mathematical Association of Americal)and the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics ,have noted, "Mathe-
matics is a highly structured subject in which various concepts and
techniquo arc highly dependent upon each other." Reflecting this,.
the mathematics curriculum in high schopl and college consists of a
sequence of courses, each with specific topics to be- learned, to
enable students to build upon their skills and understanding of
mathematical operations. Students who have not acquired adequate
skilly and understanding at one. course level will find it exceedingly
difficult to comprehend the course content in the next.]:

The amount of recommended high school.. preparation in matheL:
matics .fot college-bOund---stUdents.'dependy-OnJhe:- Major'field of
study to be purstied .in college, t'egardless- of any specific college of
university admission requirement in jnathernatics. Students who plan
to 4jor in a physical or .1ifc scienee, engineering, pre-Medicine,
othir science-related fields, business, or economics shoUld prepare for
the college-Llevel calculus reauirement in these major's by taking foUr
years of -mathematics in high. school and additional mathen-latics
course's if available. Many rnajOrs in the social sciences.' Or other
professional and pre-professional fields require baccalaureatelevel
statktics or calculus, -sometimes both. Three years of high sehool
mathematics are frequently required as preparation fot- statistics. To
enable students to have full access to colleke and aniversitr;,
programs and career opportunities, it is recOmmended..that all
college-bound students master the skills and'techniques of high
school mathematics through interrnediate algebra, This ',means that
all peospective college students should take aS a mihienom full-yeat
courses In elementary algebra, ge-ometry, and intermediate algebra.
Students who must take intermediate algebra- in coltegecan.not
expect to receive credit toward graduation fOr this ,course; it; is
considered remedial at the baaalaureate level.

Students entering the California State, University .and many
students entering certain progtams in the University of California are
required to take -a diagnostic test in mathematics. `11- h ose students
who do not demonstrate-an.. acceptable level of proficiency will be
required to take remedial course wall ,to overcome their deficiencies.



A mathematics c/ourse in the senior year of high school is, therefore,
recomTcnded to prepare students for these diagnostic tests.

The lollowing recommendations for college-preparatory programs
in mathematics have been developed in cooperation with the
UC CSU Workgroup on Diagnostic Testing in Pre-Calplus
Mathematics, which includes teachers of mathernatics from California
high schools and community colleges:

I. Students should bcgin the.study of algebra only after they have
mastered arithmetic and the general 'mathematical skills outlined
below in Section I.

2. All college-preparatory students should complete Algebra I, Geom-
etry, and Algebra II. Content recommendations for these courses are
contained in Section II.
Students who intend to pursue a baccalaureate degree in fields
requiring the study of calculus should complete the courses in trigo-;
nometry and (in) analytic geometry and mathematical-analy.sis, as
outlined in Section

4. All college-preparatory students should take a mathematics course
during thcir senior year of .high school. thk course could be Algebra
H or a more advanced course, depending on the student's back-
ground. Suggestions for advanced courses arc contained in Section

5. All mathematics courSes should emphasiie p.m-Filen) solving. Students
should be graded on their ability to solvc problems correctly and to
dkplay problcm-solving processeS in a clear, complete, and accurate
manner,

6 Computers and hand calculators should bes,used in imaginative ways
to reinforce learning and to motivate students as proficiency in
mathematics ts gained. Students should develop adequate arithmetic
skilk in order t9 avoid reliance upon calculators for simple numerical
computations. Calculators should be used to supplement rather than
to supplant the study of necessary computational:techniques.
Fach college-prepa ra tory mathematics course should include a com-
prehensive final examination,

AH college-botind students..should receive diagnostic assessment at the
end of their junior year. Pxaminationy used for this purpose fot
example, those:. developed by thc UC CSU Workgroup on Diagnilstic

csting in Pre-Calculus Mathematics or similar instruments should
measure achievement levels -necessary for success in college mathe-.
matics and should provide guidance as to the selection of proper
mathematics courses in the senior year.

.

9 Calculus, when taken by high school stUdents either at their high
ischool or at a nearbY college. should bc taken only by those students
who are strongly prepared in algebra,. geometry, trigonometry, and
coordinate geometry. and who can demonstrate thc mastery of these
subjCcts. Fite calculus,coursc should be a full-year course and, if
offered in high school, should prepare the enrolled students to' take
One of the College Board's Advanced Nacement Calculus
lAammations.

.10 rnderstanding the application of mathematics to 0,ketas such as the
phvsical. biological and social sciences, and business should be
encouraged

I I o the extent that familianiation with the computer is part of thc
high school mathematics program, such orientation should emphasiic
mathematical applications and should not diyplace essential mathe-.
mattes topics or courses,

ihe following constitutes a more detailed specification of thc
topics to hc covered and thc skins to bc developed in pre-high
school and high sChool mathematics courses.

All mathematics courses should
emphasiie problem solving.
Students should be graded on their
ability to solve problems correctly
and to display problem,solring
processes in a clear, complete, and
accurate manner.
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The following basic arithmetical skills should be introduced and
developed without the use of a calculator, These skills can then be
extended and new mathematics topics learned by effective use of a
calculator. The following list highlights major areas. This presen-
tation is nOt as detailed as that employed for the high sehool
program in Sections ii and

Computation- with whole numbers, fractions, and decimals a

Understanding the meaning of fractions, decimals, and percent and
their relationship to one another
Translation of situations and verbal prohkms into mathematical
statements
Facility in rounding, approximation, and numerical estimation:
appreciation of reasonableness of ,numerical answers
Understanding and use of basic arithmetic properties
Use and interpretatiort of graphs and, tables
Computation with positive .integral exponents and square roots of
perfect squares
Computation of perimeters. areas, and volumes of simple geometr
f igures,

Soction 11. Mpba
diowstry,i sad Atoka 11

All college:preparatory -students should complete courses (here
called Alge.bra I, Geometry, Algebra II)*which cover together all the
-topics listed below. 'I he division of topics among these courses is
not meant to be rigid. Certain topics may be introduced earlier or
later. lopies introduced in one course should be reinforced in later
courses, Applications and problem solsing should he emphasiicd
throughout.

Algebra I

Arithmetic operations and ahsolute values of posit:Re and.
rational numhers
,Arit hmetic opeiatiOns with literal sY m holS
I mear equations and their graphs
Inequalities
Ratio. proportion, and 'variation
Operations voth Integer exponents
Operations with polvnomtals and rational expressions
Sy stems of linear equa tions with two unk rims ns. solutions and
apphcations
Special products and hietoring
Solutton of quadratic equations hy factoring and formula
Sokition of elementary Yvord problems
Application of lormulas for perimeters. areas. .ind yohimes of simple
geometric ligures

Geometry

I xtenske reinforcement of thc algehraic skilk devdoped in Algebra I

Basic postulates of l'uchtlean geometrY. proofs of geometric theorems
. Angles, paralkl hnes. congruent and similar triangles. rectihnear

figures. circles and arcs. Ps thagorean theorem
Application of formulas lot perimeters. areas. Yolumes. and surface
areas of geometric figures
(kometric constructions, loct
Coordinate geometry, proofs of geometric theorems hv coordinate
geometry methods



Right triangle trigonometry
Solution of elementar y. svord problems
Intuitise spatial geometry

.1Igebra II

Simplification of algebraic expressi ns
Fractional exponents and radicals
Absolute value and inequalities
Operations on polynomials-
Quadratic equations. completion of the square,
properties of, roots
Complex numbers
Quadratic incqUalities
Graphing linear and quadratic functions and inequalities.
determination and interpretation of slopes
Solutions ol equations uith iational expressions
Systems ot linear equations si ith tsso and three unknou ns:
homogeneous. dependent, and inconsistent systems
polynomial equations
Binomial theorem
Arithrnetic and geometric sequences and series
I xpotiential and higarithrme 1Unctions and .equations
the 'function concept. rncluding compositions and inYerse Junctions.
arithmetic operations on functions
Solution ol yvord problems. including estimation and approximation

quadratic formula,

116

All college-bound students should take a mathematics course
during the senior year of high school. the mathematics studied
during the senior ,,ear should reflect, the student's college plans as
well as mathematical abilit y. and attainment,

Students who plan to take calculus in college should complete
Algebrit If Rrior tothe twelfth, grade. [hese students also should
Lake a semester course in trigonometry followed by a semester
course in anahtic geometry 'and mathematical analysis, [hese courses
should include the topics listed below.

Students entering fields requiring probability and statistics may
elect such a coutse as an alternative to the course in analytic
geometi`Y and mathematical analysis Computer science is a suitable
elective for those ,planning to enter ,fields requiring extensive
tamiliant with computing For strongly prepared student% who have-

.
completed analytic geometry and mathematical analysis, a year
course in calculus leading to onc of the advanced placement
examinations of the College Board Is recommended, Other elective%
Include linear algebra and integrated courses in selcjICC and
mathematics I opic description% for elective course% arc not, included.

1r1onornefry (one ;emevor)

trigonometric lunmons as raims of lengths of sides of triangles and
as circular functions
Graphical characteristics of trigonometric function%
Solution of right triangles
Radian and degree measure
trigonometric identities. including.double angle, half angle, and
addition formulas
I ;no of sines a nd cosines, solution of oblique triangles
Reinforcement of function concept exponential, logarithmic, and
trigonometric functions
Inverse trigonometric _functions and their graphs
Solution of trigonometric equations

tit collegepreparaton stmlents
shottld take o mathernatiei couro.
durink their senior ear of high
chool. This course omit! he
,flgebro II (or a more advanced
rourse, depending on the stadent's
baekgroaad,
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Polar coordinates and vectors
Trigonometric form of complexnumbers and de Moivre's theorem

Analytic geometry and mathematicalanalysis (one semester)

Coordinate geometry, including detailed treatment of conic sections
Rational functions and thcir graphs
Elementary functions and their inverses, includibg graphs of these
functions

41)-Review of polar coordinates and vectors
Graphing in rpolar coordinates
Introduction to linear algebra
Mathematical induction
Parametric equations and their graphs
I Ines and planes in space; three-dimensional coordinate geometry
Introduction to vectot's in space

You. who use the HandboOk .for
'Planning an Effective
,Mathematica Program are the
critical and final links in a
unique chain that connects what
is known about high quality
mathematics programs with what
happens.to students in
mathematics classrooms.

!FUSON nil FS
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Other .Publications Available from the Department of Education

The Handbook for Planning an Effective Mathematics Program is one of
approximatdy 500 publications that are available from the California, State
Department of Education. Some of the more Tetent and more widely used
pubhcations and those .pertaining to mathernatics arc the following:

Accounting Procedures for Student Organirations (1979) SI 50
Progqk Pohcy. and Assessment Issues (1980) 1,2$

Cahforma Private School Dtrectory 900
'forma Public School Directory 12.50

Cali ma School Accounting Manual (1981) 2.50
California's Demonstration Programs in Reading and Mathematics (1980) 2 00
Catalog of Instructional Materials in Mathemattes (1980 2 50
Doectory of 1 xemplary Mathematics Programs in California (1973) 85

DiscussIon (nude for the Cahfornia Schor41 Improvement Program (IMO 1.50'1
District Master Plan for School Improvement (1979) ^ I . 50

ducatton of (tilted and Talented Pupils (1979) 2.50
stahlishing School Site Councils. f he (ahlorma School Improvement
Program (1977) -1.50**

f preign I anguagc Framework for California Puhhc Schools (19801 2.50
(Junk to School and Community Action (1981) 1.7,5

()uidelines for School,fiased Alcohol and Drug Ahuse Programs (1981) 1..00

Handhook for Planrung an I frective Reading Program (1979) 1.50
Handbook tor Planning an 116:tor Writing Program (1982) 2 00
History Social Science Framework for California Public Schools (1981) 2,25

Improving the Human I nvironrnent of Schools (1979) 2 50
In-serv KC' (An& for leaching Measurement, the SI Metric System (1971) 1.25

Interim (yuidelints for valuation of Instructional Materials wIth Respect
to Social ( (intent (1981) -

Manual of first Aid Practl(eS for SchoolHus Drivers (1980)
Mathematics Framework for ( alifornia guhlic Schools.

with 1980 Addendum (1982) 2 00
-Mathematics Scope and Sequence ( hark (set id lour ) (19751 1 25

Monograph on Staff Devel'opthent (191101 1 5f)

New I r in Special 1 ducation- California\ 'sfaster Plan in Actmn (1980) 2 00

Pedestrian Rules of the Road in Cahlorma Primary !down (1980) 1,50

PhYsical I'crf rrn.i f est for ( aliforma, Ris I dawn (19821 J 50
Plan for Improving f lementarv Mhematas Programs (1976) I 2,5

Planning for Multuultural I ducation s a Part of School Improvement
(1979) ,

Planning liandhook (197X)
Proficiency Assessment in ( aliforma A Status Report (1901
Proficiency Skill 1>evelopment Kit (1980)
Putting It together with Parents- (1979)
Reading I ramework for ( aliforma Puhlu. Schools (MB
Relationship Between Nutrition and Student Athieveinenr Behavior

' .1nd fltdI(h 19)40)

lc:nix I ducatoin for the I980s (19112)
Suence framework for California Public Schools (1978)
"uhool'Improvernent Making (ahlorma I lucation Better (brochure)

(1982)
Student Achievement In ( alifornia Schools
Studen( s' Right% and Responsibilities Handhook 09801
loWard More Human Schrml% (1981)
VI%thd and Performing Arti- ramcuork for ( ahl)rnia puhik

Schools (1982)

Orders should be directed to...
California State Department, of Fducation
P.() Box 271
Sacramento, CA 95802

Remittance or purchase order must accompany order.. Purchase orders
without checks are accepted only from government agencies in California.
Saks tax should be added to all orders from California purchasers.

A complete lot of publications available from the Department may be
obtained by writing to the address listed above

°Developed for unpkrnentation of Schots! Improvement
'Ako avatlabk in Spanish at the price indicated

1 10
1 25

4 00
2 (/0
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